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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report summarizes the environmental compliance and monitoring of the selected towns of Third 

Small Towns Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project for the period January to June 2018. 

The Project has three objectives. (i) Develop an efficient, effective, and accountable urban water 

supply and sanitation sector by establishing and implementing policies, establishing service 

standards, and enhancing sector coordination. (ii) Develop safe, accessible, and adequate water 

supply and sanitation facilities in 13 small towns. (iii) Strengthen governance and capacity for project 

management and operation. 

The progress and development of the project have been following the objectives outlined in the 

Project Documents. Similarly, the proposed implementation arrangements are in place and 

functioning, as desired and envisaged. There is no need to modify the application arrangement, as 

proposed, at the moment. 

The Project has been following to meet the objectives mentioned above, and no major hindrances at 

this stage are expected, which could stall achieving these primary objectives. Therefore, considering 

that the project objectives are, of course, there is no need to reconsider these objectives at this 

moment. 

The subproject design and construction have been running smoothly from collaborative efforts of 

communities, government staff, consultants, and contractors. The potential delay in Project 

implementation schedule has taken into account as expected. 

There have been occasional political and communal impasse that hindered, to some extent, a smooth 

progress of the project. Despite this scenario, the collaborative efforts of the members mentioned 

above, have limited the risks within manageable limits. 

The sub-projects consist of surface water and ground water-based water supply systems and 

sanitation (including construction of toilets and wastewater treatment/septage management 

systems and surface water drainage in some selected towns). All the sub-projects have been classified 

as Category B, and only IEEs are sufficient. 

The Environmental Specialists of the RDSMCs (Regional Design Supervision & Management 

Consultants) are responsible for environmental monitoring. 

The IEE documents (with the EMPs) are parts of the contract documents and are provided to the 

Contractors, RDSMCs and the Water Supply and Sanitation Division and Sub-division Offices. 

9 town projects are in the construction phase under Eastern RPMO and RDSMC. They are Sakhuwa-

Mahendranagar, Ramnagar-Mirchaiya, Mahendranagar-Sunsari Charali-Jhapa, Bidur-Nuwakot, 

Birendranagar-Chitwan, Lalbandi-Sarlahi, Katari-Udayapur and Katahariya-rautahat.   

10 town projects are in the construction phase under Western RPMO and RDSMC. They are 

Abhukhaireni, Chhap Nahala Dumre, Nirmalpokhari, Tamsariya, Chandrauta, Musikot, Babiyachaur, 

Tikapur, Suda and Amargadi.  The progress status of these projects is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 Town Project Progress Status – June 2018 

1.1 COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL COVENANTS 

TSTWSSP with the support of DWSS and MoWSP has been striving to adhere and meet all the 

Environmental Covenants stipulated in the Project Documents. The project has met all the 

compliance requirements of the Government of Nepal and ADB. The GON requires TORs and IEEs to 

be approved by MoWSP. Table 1 summarizes the status of the major project covenants and their 

compliances. The table 2 and 3 show the status of Environmental safeguards during planning and 

implementation stages.  

Table 1:  Loan Covenants and Status of Compliance 
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Current Status 

A. Environmental    

A.1 LA, Schedule 5, para. 3: 

The Borrower shall ensure that the preparation, design, 

construction, implementation, operation, maintenance and 

decommissioning of each Subproject and all Project facilities 

comply with (a) all applicable laws and regulations of the 

Borrower relating to environment, health and safety; (b) the 

Environmental Safeguards; (c) the EARF; and (d) all measures 

and requirements set forth in the respective IEE or EIA, EMP, 

and any corrective or preventative actions set forth in a 

Safeguards Monitoring Report. 

 

Govt/EA 

 

Before 

contract is 

over during 

implementati

on 

 

 

GoN and ADB have 

approved IEE 

reports of the 

project including 

the EMP 

 

Being complied 

with  
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A.2 LA, Schedule 5, para. 3: 

The Borrower shall ensure that all bidding documents and 

contracts for Works contain provisions that require 

contractors to: 

(a)  comply with the measures relevant to the contractor 

outlined in the IEE or EIA, the EMP, IPP, and the RP (to the 

extent they concern impacts on affected people during 

construction), and any corrective or preventative actions 

outlined in a Safeguards Monitoring Report; 

(b)  make available a budget for all such environmental and 

social measures; 

(c) provide the Borrower with a written notice of any 

unanticipated environmental, resettlement or indigenous 

peoples risks or impacts that arise during construction, 

implementation or operation of the Project that was not 

considered in the IEE or EIA, the EMP, the RP or the IPP; 

(d)  adequately record the condition of roads, agricultural 

land, and other infrastructure before starting to transport 

materials and construction; and 

(e)  fully reinstate pathways, other local infrastructure, and 

agricultural land to at least their pre-project condition upon 

the completion of construction. 
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(b)  if  any  unanticipated  environmental  and/or  social  risks  

and  impacts  arise  during construction, implementation or 

operation of the Project that were not considered in the IEE or 

EIA, the EMP, the IPP or the RP, promptly inform ADB of the 

occurrence of  such  risks  or  impacts,  with  detailed  

description  of  the  event  and  proposed corrective action 

plan; and 

(c) report  any  actual  or  potential  breach  of  compliance  

with  the  measures  and requirements outlined in the EMP, 

IPP, or the RP promptly after becoming aware of the breach 
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Table 2: Status of Environmental Safeguards during Planning Stage 

S. 

No. 

Name of Project or 

Subproject 

Environmental 

screening is 

carried out? 

(Yes or No) 

Environment 

category of 

the project / 

subproject 

(A/B/C/FI) 

EARF is 

prepared 

(if 

applicable)  

(Yes/No) 

EIA/IEE/DDR 

with EMP is 

prepared   

(Yes/No) 

ADB 

approved 

EIA/IEE with 

EMP   (Yes / 

Under 

Review / Not 

Yet Due/Over 

Due) 

Government 

approved 

EIA/IEE with 

EMP   (Yes / 

Under Review / 

Not Yet 

Submitted) 

Safeguard 

monitoring 

and 

coordination 

mechanism 

established        

(Yes/No) 

GRC is 

established       

(Yes/No) 

Automated 

safeguard 

monitoring 

system 

customized      

(Yes/No) 

EMP cost in 

approved 

document is 

included in 

BOQ as an 

individual item       

(Yes/No) 

Remarks 

1  Charali Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

2  Mahendranagar Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

3  Ramnagar Mirchaya Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

4 
 Sakhuwa 

Mahendranagar 
Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

5 Katari  Y B Y Y Y 

Approval 

process in 

MWSS 

Y Y N Y   

6 Lalbandi  Y B Y Y Y 

Approval 

process in 

Ministry 

Y Y N Y   

7 Chhapnahala Dumre Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

8 Bidur  Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

9 Abhukhaireni  Y B Y Y Y 

Approval 

process in 

Ministry 

Y Y N Y   

10 Birendranagar  Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

11 Tamasariya  Y B Y Y Y Under process Y Y N Y   

12 Nirmal Pokhari  Y B Y Y Y 

On approval 

process in 

MWSS 

Y Y N Y   

13  Musikot Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

14  Khalanga Sitalpati Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

15  Chandrauta Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   
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S. 

No. 

Name of Project or 

Subproject 

Environmental 

screening is 

carried out? 

(Yes or No) 

Environment 

category of 

the project / 

subproject 

(A/B/C/FI) 

EARF is 

prepared 

(if 

applicable)  

(Yes/No) 

EIA/IEE/DDR 

with EMP is 

prepared   

(Yes/No) 

ADB 

approved 

EIA/IEE with 

EMP   (Yes / 

Under 

Review / Not 

Yet Due/Over 

Due) 

Government 

approved 

EIA/IEE with 

EMP   (Yes / 

Under Review / 

Not Yet 

Submitted) 

Safeguard 

monitoring 

and 

coordination 

mechanism 

established        

(Yes/No) 

GRC is 

established       

(Yes/No) 

Automated 

safeguard 

monitoring 

system 

customized      

(Yes/No) 

EMP cost in 

approved 

document is 

included in 

BOQ as an 

individual item       

(Yes/No) 

Remarks 

16  Tikapur Y B Y Y Y Approved Y Y N Y   

17 Suda  Y B Y Y Y 

Under 

approval 

process in 

Ministry 

Y Y N Y   

18 Babiyachaur  Y B Y Y Y 

On approval 

process in 

MWSS 

Y Y N Y   

19 Katahariya  Y B Y Y Y 

Under 

approval 

process in 

Ministry 

Y Y N Y   

20 Amargadi  Y B Y Y Y 

Under 

approval 

process in 

Ministry 

Y Y N N   

21 Diktel, Khotang Y B Preparing Preparing N 
IEE submitted 

to PMO 
Y Y N N   

22 Bhojpur Bazar  Y B Preparing Preparing N 
IEE submitted 

to PMO 
Y Y N N   

23 Ilam  Y B Preparing Preparing N 
IEE submitted 

to PMO 
Y Y N N   

24 Charikot  Y B Preparing Preparing N 
IEE submitted 

to PMO 
Y Y N N   

25 Liwang  Y B Preparing Preparing N 
IEE submitted 

to PMO 
Y Y N N   

26 Chainpur  Y B Preparing Preparing N 
IEE submitted 

to PMO 
Y Y N N   
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Table 3: Status of Environmental Safeguards during Implementation Stage 

S. 
N
o. 

Name of 
Subproject 

Compliance to Environmental Management Plan* 
Grievances 

Physical Biological Socio-economic 

Spoil 
Managem

ent 
complianc
e in %)** 

Landslide 
protection 
with Bio-

engg 
(complian

ce) 

Drainage 
Managem

ent 
(complianc
e in %)** 

Other
s as 
per 

EMP 
(specif

y) 

Compensator
y Plantation 

Firewo
od is 
used 
for 

cookin
g and 
heatin

g 

Other
s as 
per 

EMP 
(specif

y) 

Occupational Health 
and Safety 

Community 
structures are 
compensated / 
reconstructed 

(progress in % of 
total estimated 

work)*** Other
s as 
per 

EMP 
(specif

y) 

Nos of 
grievance

s 
documen

ted 

No of 
grievanc

es 
resolved 

No of 
grievanc
es under 
processi

ng Targ
et 
(Nos.
) 

Replant
ed 
(Nos.) 

Safety 
Gears 
are 
sufficie
nt and 
used 
(Y/N) 

Labou
rs are 
insure
d 
(Y/N) 

Labou
r and 
work 
camps 
are 
health
y and 
have 
sanita
ry 
faciliti
es 
(Y/N) 

Commun
ity 
Structur
e 1 

Commun
ity 
Structur
e 2 

1  Charali Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA         

2 
Mahendran

agar 
Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   3 3   

3 
 Ramnagar 

Mirchaya 
Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   4 4   

4 

 Sakhuwa 

Mahendran

agar 

Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   2 2   

5 

 

Birendranag

ar 

Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA         

6  Bidur Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   2 2   

7 Tamsariya Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   4 3 1 

8 
Anbhukhair

eni 
Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   3 2 1 

9 
Nirmal 

Pokhari 
Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   3 3   

1

0 

 Chhapnala 

Dumre 
Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   5 5   
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S. 
N
o. 

Name of 
Subproject 

Compliance to Environmental Management Plan* 
Grievances 

Physical Biological Socio-economic 

Spoil 
Managem

ent 
complianc
e in %)** 

Landslide 
protection 
with Bio-

engg 
(complian

ce) 

Drainage 
Managem

ent 
(complianc
e in %)** 

Other
s as 
per 

EMP 
(specif

y) 

Compensator
y Plantation 

Firewo
od is 
used 
for 

cookin
g and 
heatin

g 

Other
s as 
per 

EMP 
(specif

y) 

Occupational Health 
and Safety 

Community 
structures are 
compensated / 
reconstructed 

(progress in % of 
total estimated 

work)*** Other
s as 
per 

EMP 
(specif

y) 

Nos of 
grievance

s 
documen

ted 

No of 
grievanc

es 
resolved 

No of 
grievanc
es under 
processi

ng Targ
et 
(Nos.
) 

Replant
ed 
(Nos.) 

Safety 
Gears 
are 
sufficie
nt and 
used 
(Y/N) 

Labou
rs are 
insure
d 
(Y/N) 

Labou
r and 
work 
camps 
are 
health
y and 
have 
sanita
ry 
faciliti
es 
(Y/N) 

Commun
ity 
Structur
e 1 

Commun
ity 
Structur
e 2 

1

1 
 Musikot Y Y Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA         

1

2 

 Khalanga 

Sitalpati 
Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA         

1

3 
 Chandrauta Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   3 3   

1

4 
 Tikapur Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   4 4   

1

5 
Babiyachaur Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA         

1

6 
Katari Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   2 1 1 

1

7 
Suda Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA         

1

8 
Lalbandi Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA   3 2 1 

1

9 
Katahariya Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA         

2

0 
Amargadi Y NA Y   NA NA NA   Y Y Y NA NA         
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1.2 APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING  

The present report has been prepared based on the environmental management plan (EMP) in the 

IEE report of the projects, approved by the Ministry of Water Supply and Sanitation, Government of 

Nepal. The major activities during the preparation of the environmental monitoring report are 

outlined below. 

1.2.1 Desk Review 

The detailed design report, IEE reports and other documents were reviewed. Policies, legislations, 

and guidelines were also referred. The desk study also involved the preparation of questionnaires 

and checklists to collect the primary data within the Zone of Influence (ZOI). An environmental 

monitoring format was prepared to document the implementation status of the Environmental 

Management Plan and monitoring methods adopted in the project. 

1.2.2 Field Work 

A detailed field investigation was carried out from January to July 2018 to collect information on the 

implementation status of EMP. Efforts were made to identify, mitigate and compensate 

environmental impacts. The methods of improving the effectiveness of the environmental 

management plan were discussed with DSMC and contractors. The environmental monitoring 

checklist was used for evaluating mitigation measures, and implementation status. Contractor and 

DSMC monitor the works in the sub-projects and send the monitoring and monthly progress reports 

to the PMO. Topographical map and project design drawings were used to identify the physical and 

environmental structures of the project, and photographs were taken to show the implementation 

status of the EMP in the project area. 

1.2.3 Interaction and consultation with the local community and other stakeholders 

The local people were inquired whether they are facing any adverse impacts due to project work. 

Grievance Redress Committee has been established for effective address of public complaints. The 

committee promptly investigates and reviews environmental complaints and take corrective actions 

to address them. Labors and other workforce were interviewed about their working conditions, 

problems and benefits due to the project. Moreover, discussions and interactions with the DSMC, 

WUSC members, contractors and other stakeholders were held to know the environmental 

conditions, monitoring and future strategies for effective implementation of EMP.   

1.2.4 Collection and review of secondary sources of information from various sources 

Secondary information was collected through the monthly progress reports submitted by DSMC. 

Information was also collected from the contractor records, DSMCs technical documents, etc. Other 

information was collected from WUSC, DSMC, Contractor, DWSS, and PMO. 

Compilation of existing information, implementation status, and monitoring methods 

The information on monitoring and implementation of the EMP was collected from the IEE, design 

reports, contractor, visual records, physical checking, and discussions, qualitative as well as 
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quantitative analysis, site inspection reports and subjective judgments. The information was 

processed and analyzed in the physical, biological, socioeconomic and cultural environments within 

the zone of influence. The secondary data collected were the major sources for verification and cross 

checking of primary data during the field survey. The information generated from the primary source 

was analyzed, tabulated and prioritized. A realistic approach was applied in the implementation of 

the mitigation measures in the local context. 

 

2 GRM AND COMPOSITION OF GRC 

The establishment of Project-specific grievance redress mechanism (GRM) is to receive, evaluate and 

facilitate resolution of an affected person concerns complaints & grievances. This is meant for 

persons seeking a satisfactory resolution to their complaints about the social and environmental 

performance of the subprojects under the 3STWSSP. The mechanism, developed in consultation with 

key stakeholders, will ensure that: (i) the basic rights and interests of every person adversely affected 

by the social and environmental performance of a Subproject are protected; and (ii) their concerns 

are effectively and timely addressed.  

2.1 GRM STEPS AND TIMEFRAME 

Informal Approach: Informally, APs can lodge complaints directly to the Contractor during 

construction or Operator (WUSC) during operation. The contractor/operator will document and 

screen the complaint immediately. If a screening reveals that the complaint as Project-related and 

valid, the Contractor/Operator will act on the complaint within three days from receipt of the 

complaint.  Otherwise, the Contractor/Operator will direct the AP with a non-Project-related and 

invalid complaint to the ICG.  The Contractor/Operator will secure a confirmation of completion of 

the action from the AP.  For at least a week after confirmation of completion, the ICG will monitor 

the effectiveness of the action/resolution taken. After which, ICG will secure a written confirmation 

of satisfaction from the AP. The Contractor/Operator shall report to the ICG all complaints received, 

eligible or ineligible, actions agreed on and taken and confirmation of completed action. 

Formal Approach: If a complaint is eligible but is not acted on within three days from the receipt of 

the complaint, or if AP is not satisfied with the resolution undertaken by the Contractor/Operator, 

he/she can access the formal mechanism, as follows:    

First Level: The access point will be the ICG. The steps are detailed below. 

Step 1 - Lodging a Complaint (Day 1): AP lodges complaint with the ICG, verbally or in writing. ICG 

documents/registers lodged a complaint, makes sure these are duly referenced and provides AP with 

a copy of the referenced complaint. 

Step 2 - Screening of Complaint (Day1): ESA screens the complaint if it is Project-related and valid 

and informs the AP immediately of the screening results. An AP with complaint screened as non-

Project-related and invalid will be advised that he/she may raise a complaint to the second level of 

the GRM, and ICG will forward the complaint to the GRC. 
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Step 3 - Investigations, Discussion, and the Agreement (Day 1): ICG, together with the 

Contractor/Operator and AP, will investigate and discuss the complaint at the site. Agreement on 

actions and measures and time involved will be made with the AP. The agreement will be properly 

documented and filed; ICG, AP, the contractor/operator will have copies.  

Step 4 - Implementing the Agreed Action 

• If the required action is minor, i.e. not requiring further investigation and would be quick 

and easy to implement, the Contractor/Operator will immediately implement the agreed 

action. (Day 2/Day 3) 

• If required action is major, i.e. requiring further investigation and/or procurement of 

supplies/parts, the Contractor/Operator will:  (i) immediately provide the most suitable 

interim measure to reduce the magnitude of the impact (Day 2/Day 3); and (ii) start work 

on the major action within 5 days from the discussion (or not later than Day 8 since receipt 

of the complaint). 

• The ICG will advise AP that his/her complaint may be raised to the second level of the GRM, 

if he/she so prefers when: (i) minor action is not implemented within 2 days of discussion; 

(ii) interim measure prior to major action is not implemented within 2 days of discussion; or 

(iii) major action is not started within 5 days of discussion. 

Step 5 - Confirmation of Completed Action: Contractor/Operator will secure a written confirmation 

of completed action from the AP and furnish the ICG a copy.   

Step 6 - Confirmation of Satisfaction (1 week after confirmation of completed action): The ICG will 

monitor the effectiveness of the resolution for at least a week after receipt of confirmation of 

completed action from the Contractor/Operator. After which, ICG will secure a written confirmation 

of satisfaction from the AP.  

Second Level: The AP will be notified by the ICG when a complaint is forwarded to the GRC. The GRC 

will call for a hearing, if necessary, where AP can present his or her concerns or issues. The GRC will 

suggest corrective action/measure at the field level and assign clear responsibilities for implementing 

its decision within seven days of receipt of the complaint by GRC. If GRC decision is not acceptable to 

the AP, if the suggested corrective action/measure is not started within seven days, the matter/AP 

will be referred to the third level. 

Third Level: The ICG will refer AP and its unresolved complaint or major issues to the PMO EO who 

will act within 15 days. 

Fourth Level: For extremely major issues that will go beyond the third level, these will be referred to 

the project steering committee (PSC), to be resolved within 30 days.  Environmental complaints 

(other than those that will involve the legal system) are expected to be mainly resolved at the second 

level, and to a lesser extent on the third level.   

Despite the GRM, a  AP ill ha e a ess to the ou t ’s legal s ste  at a  stage.  A essi g the 
ou t ’s legal s ste  a  u  pa allel to a essi g the GRM a d is ot depe de t o  the negative 

outcome of the GRM. If the established GRM is not in a position to resolve the issue, the affected 
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person also can use the ADB Accountability Mechanism (AM) through directly contacting (in writing) 

the Complaint Receiving Officer (CRO) at ADB headquarters or the ADB Nepal Resident Mission. The 

o plai t a  e su itted i  the ou t ’s la guage.  The ADB A ou ta ilit  Me ha is  
information will be included in the PID to be distributed to the affected communities, as part of the 

GRM. 

Establishment and Composition of GRC 

The MoWSS, as the Project executing agency, will establish the GRM and its support system, including 

setting up the Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) at the subproject level.  The GRC will comprise of 

the: (i) Chief of the WSSDO; (ii) members of the WUSC; (iii) two representatives of affected persons, 

a male and a female; (iv) a member of IP community, preferably female; (v) a representative of a non-

government organization or community-based organization actively involved in IP 

development/other backward communities in the area, if any; (vi) local government representatives, 

i.e., VDCs and DDC; (vii) DSMC social safeguard expert; and (viii) DSMC Environmental Safeguard 

Expert (ESE).   The environmental safeguard Assistant (ESA) of the ICG will oversee the 

implementation/observance of the mechanism for environmental complaints at the subproject level. 

He/she will be technically advised, supported and trained by DRTAC environmental specialist and the 

DSMC ESE.  PMO’s E i o e tal Officer will oversee the implementation/observance of the GRM 

in all subprojects. Representatives of affected persons (APs), civil society and eminent citizens will be 

invited as observers during GRC meetings.  Contractors and WUSCs (as Operators) will be required to 

designate their respective counterpart GRM staff. 

The GRM will accommodate both informally- and formally lodged, but Project-related, valid 

grievances.  Informally-lodged grievances are those received by the Contractors during construction 

or WUSCs during operation. Formally lodged grievances are those received at the ICG office. The ICG, 

GRC, and PMO maintain records of all grievances, informally- and formally lodged, valid and invalid, 

and appealed.  The ICG will immediately inform the PMO, as necessary, particularly when an AP 

makes an appeal in court.  The PMO will in turn immediately inform the ADB of the same.  The 

o se a e/i ple e tatio  of the GRM ill e epo ted  the: i ICG ESA i  the su p oje t’s 
monthly progress reports, semi-annual subproject environmental monitoring report (EMR) during 

o st u tio  a d a ual su p oje t EMR du i g ope atio ; a d ii  PMO EO i  the P oje t’s o thl  
progress report, semi-annual Project EMR during the construction and annual Project EMR during 

operation.  

The GRC has al ead  ee  fo ed as pe  the ADB’s P oje t Ad i ist atio  Ma ual i  all To  
Projects. In most of the towns, two levels of GRC (Local level GRC & Town level GRC) has been 

formulated and actively working at the project level. Reformation or replacement of some of the GRC 

members has been fulfilled. It has been done due to the reformation of WUSCs of Sakhuwa-

Mahendranagar and Charali town projects. 
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3 COMPLIANCE STATUS WITH THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 

AND MONITORING PLANS 

The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented based on the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Reports of Third Small Town Water 

Supply and Sanitation Sector Projects. 

Du i g the isit, the o t a to ’s pe so el a d site staff from the Consultant were oriented/trained 

and made aware of their responsibility towards Environmental Safeguarding issues, during 

construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the mitigation measures in the EMP during construction of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing environmental conditions, cleared areas, and other infrastructure, before and 

after construction to reinstate the environment to pre-project conditions. 

• Detailed Compliance Status with EMP and Monitoring Plans of the subprojects are 

presented in individuals tables. 
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3.1 CHARALI, JHAPA WATER SUPPLY, AND SANITATION SECTOR PROJECT 
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Table 4 Charali Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks 

Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, 
pe its, lea a e, et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s a d p o isio s if 

e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil ate ials at 
spoil disposal sites 

√   

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × Not 

necessar

y  Co st u tio  of d ai age  × 

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test   Deep Tu e ell & 
Shallo  ell  

√   

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  
ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  Toilets 
a d septage 
disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks 

Yes No 

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300  
a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile 

a eas, sto age 
a eas, a d disposal 
a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental friendly) √  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial o e   √  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to O ga i  & 
I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

 

 

 

Re le of Solid Wastes √  

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism) √  

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates  
f o  app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates 
f o  app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography 

landforms, geology, 

and soils and river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local 

authorities regarding restrictions in 

quarrying from rivers 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal areas 

for spoil disposal 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks 

Yes No 

Prevention of entering of waste water into 

streams, watercourses, or irrigation system 

√   

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall not 

lead to  inundation and other nuisances in 

low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related works 

during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to EMP √  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water spray √   

Require trucks delivering aggregates and 

cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles in 

access roads and worksites to a maximum 

of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 

2069 enforcement, and green sticker 

standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid waste. √  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at settlement areas √   

Avoid use of pressure horn in the nearby 

settlement area and construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, 

health post, schools and other public areas 

√  

Work during day time rather than night 

time 

√  

Warning signs in construction sites √  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks 

Yes No 

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 

decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and demolition 

wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with District development 

office for beneficial uses for excess 

excavated soils or immediately disposes to 

designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine materials to the 

site and carrying debris for disposal shall be 

covered to avoid spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to Forest (Tree Cutting )  ×  

Disturbance to wildlife  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  

&  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction materials from 

local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local 

administration to inform about the nature, 

duration, likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks 

Yes No 

Relocation of existing infrastructure (such 

as water distribution pipes, electricity 

pylons, etc.) before construction starts at 

the sub project sites. 

√  

Obtained permission  from respective local 

authority for the use of water for 

construction.  

√  

3. Community health 

and safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas for 

stockpiling of soils, gravel, and other 

construction materials. 

√   

Construction of temporary latrines for 

workers with a proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  

Workers were made aware  of the following 

general rules: 

no alcohol/drugs on site;  

prevent excessive noise; 

 no fires permitted on site expect if needed  

for the construction  works 

√  

Other than pre-approved security staff, no 

workers shall be permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√  

Grievance/ Compliant remedial action 

mechanism  fully applied  

√  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment  (reflectors /cloths; 

footwear, gloves, goggles, and masks) 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks 

Yes No 

Availability of first aid ( Medical insurance 

coverage for workers) 

√  

The hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure uncontaminated water for drinking, 

cooking, and washing, clean eating areas 

where workers are not exposed to 

hazardous or noxious substances; 

Sanitation facilities are available at all 

times. 

√  

Provide H & S orientation training to all new 

workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in chemical 

storage areas, material storage areas & 

waste disposal areas. 

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 
Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 

No cultural heritage 

areas found within 

project area 

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of chlorine All disinfection chemicals require proper 

storage and handling practices: ii) providing 

safe storage for chemicals; iii) ensure that 

the person is hired, with knowledge of 

chlorine use for disinfection process during 

operation iv)Ensure use of PPE while using 

chemicals; v) Use of chlorine guideline as 

per WHO (Annex 6 ) 

√   
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Overall Compliance with EMP 

S. 
No. 

Sub-Project 
Name 

EMP Part of  
Contract 
Documents 

(Y/N) 

EMP Being 
Implemente
d (Y/N) 

Status of 
Implementation 

(Excellent/Satisfactory/
Partially satisfactory 
/Below  Satisfactory) 

Action Proposed 
and Additional 
Measures Required 

1 TSTWSSSP/NCB-
01(Lot 1)/ Charali, 
Jhapa 

Y Y Satisfactory Give more emphasis 
on reinstatement of site 
to the original condition 
by managing debris, 
and construction waste  

 

Table 5 Local Level Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) (First Level)  Charali Town 

S.N Name  Designation Phone no Organization 

1 Sudarshan Baral Chair Person 9852655155 VDC chairperson Dhaijan 

2 Lal Bahadur Thabe Member 9846696789 WUSC, Charali 

3 Kabindra Bikram Nembang Member 9852655353 VDC chairperson Duwagadhi 

4 Narayan Khattri Member 9842654805 Political Representative Dhaijan 

5 Rajan Chimariya Member 9842788194 Political Representative Dhaijan 

6 Man Bahadur Tamang Member 9842702758 Political Representative Duwagadhi 

7 Khadga Bahadur Karki Member 9817915198 Political Representative Duwagadhi 

8 Amit Khambu Member 9815993338 Political Representative Dhaijan 

9 Bindeshor Lal Das Member 9852026479 ICG, Charali 

10 Sudir Kumar Jha Member 9841894809 Road Division, Damak 

11 Chattrapati Bhandari Member 9852677478 NEA Birtamode 

12 Chiranjibi Bhattari Member 9852674274 NTC, Dhulabari 

13 Dal Bahadur Bika Member 9842637493 NEA Birtamode 

14 Prajapati Dahal Member 9845055379 TAEC ICON JV 

15 Nabin Kumar Kalyan Member 9842826502 Tianjin Kankai JV 

16 Gopal Pyakurel Member 9852678543 Sahid Dasrat Chand H S 

17 Gobinda Bahadur Dangi Member 023-460046 Bala Bhadra Janata H S 

18 Ram Prashad Sharma Member 9842623861 Saraswati Baal Kalyan S School 

19 Umesh Ojha Member 9842628768 Prativa Youth Club 

20 Dipak Lama Member   Naba Kalika Yuva Club, Dhaijan 

21 Rojina Prasain Member 9852644682 TAEC ICON JV 

22 Bimala Bhattari Member   Chamber of Commerce, Charali 

23 Madhusudan Niraula 

Member 

Secretary 9842702146 WUSC, Charali 
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Table 6 Town Level Grievance Redress Committee ( Second Level) Charali Town 

S.N Name  Designation Organization 

1 Kabindra Bikram Nemang Chairperson V-WASH-CC 

2 Lal Bahadur Thebe Member Charali WUSC 

3 Madhu Sudhan Niroula Secretary Charali WUSC 

4 Bipul Koirala Member Taec Icon JV 

5 Kamala Bista Member Srijana Mahila Bikash Sansta 

6 Manish Bika Member Baal Club Sanjal 

7 Rita Rijal Member Sikchak Avivawak Sang 

8 Bidur Shiwakoti Member Hattemalo Community Forest 

9 Subash Dhakal Member Healthpost Dhaijan 

10 Kabilal Meche Member School Management Committee 

11 Ramesh Sapkoka Member Shaid Dasharat Chand Mavi 

12 Kala Devi KC Member Mahila Sanjal Duhagadi 

13 Mohan Adhikari Member Jhapa Chamber of Commerce 

14 Anit Rai Member Nawa Kalika Yuwa Club Dhaijan 

15 Srijana Dhimal Member Parijat Mahila Krishi Bikash Kendra 

16 Binita Sharma Member Swasta Swayam Sevika 

 

 Public Consultation and Disclosure  

The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental 

issues during the construction phase of the project no formal public consultations were 

conducted based on environmental issues. 

The informal public consultations have solved the minor environmental issues that occurred 

during the construction phase of the project. 
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Water quality testing at site Water quality testing at site 

Water quality testing at Lab 
 

Water quality testing at site 

Figure 2 Photographs of Charali Town Project 
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3.2 MAHENDRANAGAR, SUNSARI WATER SUPPLY, AND SANITATION SECTOR PROJECT 
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Table 7 Mahendranagar, Sunsari Water Supply, and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. 

Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures  

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A. Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. 

Co se ts, 
pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  
e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the 
e essa  o se ts, 

pe its, lea a e, et . 
√  

 I lude i  detailed 
desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s 
a d p o isio s if 

e essa  

√  

2. 

E isti g 
Utilities  

Spoil 
Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of 
spoil ate ials at spoil 
disposal sites 

√  

 Be hi g of g ou d 
slope 

√  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall √  

 Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks √  

3. D i ki g Wate    

Wate  Qualit  Test  test  

 Deep Tu e ell & 
Shallo  ell  

√  

 

Esta lish e t of Toilets 
at least 30  
do st ea  of the 
d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks 
ate  tight  

√  

Esta lish e t of a test 
pit a d egula  ate  

ualit  o ito i g  
√  

4 
Sa itatio  
Toilets a d 

Esta lish e t of Toilets 
at least 30  √   
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S.N. 

Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures  

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

septage 
disposal  

do st ea  of the 
d i ki g ate  sou e. 

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale 
a d fe ale 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks 
ate  tight  

 

√  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits 
at least 300  a a  f o  
the ea est eside e 

√ 

 

P ope  septage 
a age e t 

√ 
 

. 

Co st u tio  
o k a ps,  

sto kpile 
a eas, sto age 
a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  
Sta da d  

√  

 

Stockpiling Area  ( 

Environmental friendly) 

√ 
 

Disposal Areas ( 

managed ) 

√ 
 

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g 
ate ial o e   

√  

. Waste 
Ge e atio  

Diffe e tiate of Solid 
astes i to O ga i  & 

I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√  

 Re le of Solid Wastes √  

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 
√  

7. 
Source of 

materials 

Sou e ate ials  sa d, 
g a el, agg egates  f o  
app o ed ua  sites 

√  

 

  Sou e ate ials  sa d, 
g a el, agg egates f o  
app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

B. Co structio  Phase 

1. 

Topography 

landforms, 

geology, and 

Coordinate with MoPE, 

DDC, and local 

authorities regarding 

√   
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S.N. 

Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures  

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

soils and/or 

river 

morphology 

and hydrology 

restrictions in quarrying 

from rivers 

Quarry Sites Approved  

from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  

from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee 

on designated disposal 

areas for spoil disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of 

waste water into 

streams, watercourses, 

or irrigation system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow 

to divert (shall not lead 

to  inundation and other 

nuisances in low lying 

areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks 

related works during dry 

season 

√  

Monitor water quality 

according to EMP 
√  

2. Ai  Qualit    

Arrest dust through 

frequent water spray 
√  

 

Require trucks delivering 

aggregates and cement 

to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of 

construction vehicles in 

access roads and 

worksites to a maximum 

of 30kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles 

complying with NVMES, 

2069 enforcement, and 

green sticker standards 

and 

√  
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S.N. 

Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures  

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Prohibition of open 

burning of solid waste. 
√  

3. 
Noise 
Pollutio     

Construct speed bumps 

at settlement areas 
√  

 

Avoid use of pressure 

horn in the nearby 

settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in 

settlement areas, health 

post, schools and other 

public areas 

√  

Work during day time 

rather than night time 
√  

Warning signs in 

construction sites 
√  

Maintain sound levels 

not exceeding 80 

decibels   

√  

4. 

Re o al of 
Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris 

disposal plan. 
√  

 

Removal of all 

construction and 

demolition wastes on a 

daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with 

District development 

office for beneficial 

uses for excess 

excavated soils or 

immediately disposes 

to designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering 

fine materials to the 

site and carrying debris 

for disposal shall be 

covered to avoid 

spillage. 

√  
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S.N. 

Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures  

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  

Damage to Forest (Tree 

Cutting ) 
 × 

 
Disturbance to wildlife  × 

Disturbance to Aquatic 

life 
 × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. 

Local people 

hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of the 

labor force from 

communities in the 

vicinity of the site.  

√  

 

Purchasing of 

construction materials 

from the local market. 

√  

2. 
Community 

welfare 

Consultation with local 

community/district 

development 

committee/local 

administration to inform 

about the nature, 

duration, likely effects of 

the construction work. 

√  

 

 

 

Not 

necessary 

 

Relocation of existing 

infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, 

electricity pylons, etc.) 

before construction 

starts at the subproject 

sites. 

 × 

Obtained permission  

from respective local 

authority for the use of 

water for construction.  

√  

Consultation with local 

community/district 

development 

committee/local 

√ 
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S.N. 

Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures  

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

administration to inform 

about the nature, 

duration, likely effects of 

the construction work. 

3. Community 

health and 

safety 

Consultation with district 

development committee 

on the designated areas 

for stockpiling of soils, 

gravel, and other 

construction materials. 

√  

 

Construction of 

temporary latrines for 

workers with a proper pit 

to avoid contamination 

of water sources. 

√  

Workers were made 

aware  of the following 

general rules: 

(i) no alcohol/drugs 

on site;  

(ii) prevent 

excessive noise; 

 no fires permitted on 

site expect if needed  for 

the construction  works 

√  

Other than pre-approved 

security staff, no workers 

shall be permitted to live 

on the construction site. 

√  

Grievance/ Compliant 

remedial action 

mechanism  fully applied  

√  

Workers are provided 

with personal protective 

equipment (reflectors 

/cloths; footwear, 

gloves, goggles, and 

masks) 

√  
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S.N. 

Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures  

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Availability of first aid ( 

Medical insurance 

coverage for workers) 

√  

The hygienic manner in 

work camps. 

√  

Ensure uncontaminated 

water for drinking, 

cooking, and washing, 

clean eating areas where 

workers are not exposed 

to hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are 

available at all times. 

√  

Provide H & S orientation 

training to all new 

workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign 

boards in chemical 

storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste 

disposal areas. 

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. 

Physical and 

cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately 

to allow further 

investigation if any finds 

are suspected. 

No cultural heritage 

areas found within 

project area  

 

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. 
Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals 

require proper storage 

and handling practices: 

ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure 

that the person is hired, 

with knowledge of 

chlorine use for 

disinfection process 

during operation 

iv)Ensure use of PPE 

  
Not 

applicable  
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S.N. 

Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures  

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

while using chemicals; v) 

Use of chlorine guideline 

as per WHO (Annex 6 ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Overall Compliance with EMP 

 

Table 8 Local Level Grievance Redress Committee (First Level) Mahendranagar Town 

 

Table 9 Town Level Grievance Redress Committee (Second Level) 

S. 
No. 

Sub-Project 
Name 

EMP Part 
of  
Contract 
Documents 

(Y/N) 

EMP Being 
Implemented 
(Y/N) 

Status of Implementation 

(Excellent/Satisfactory/Partially 
satisfactory /Below  

Satisfactory) 

Action 
Proposed and 
Additional 
Measures 
Required 

1 TSTWSSSP/NCB-
01(Lot 2)/ 

Mahendranagar, 
Sunsari 

Y Y Satisfactory - 

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Ganesh Adhikari,Vice President, WUSC  

2 Mr. Shiva Adhikari, Member (Social Safeguards Specialist, RDSMC)  

3 Mr. Laxmi Prasad Chaudhary, Member( CSE, ERDSMC)  

4 Mr. Deepak Bhandari, Member (Representative of Contractor)  

5 Mr. Sharmila Karki, Member(Social Mobiliser, ERDSMC)  

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Shakti Raj Regmi ,Chairman (Representative of VDC)  

2 Mr. Deepak Bhandari, Member ( Representative  of Contractor)  

3 Mr. Baburam Bista, Member (Representative of Cooperative)   

4 Mr. Raj Kumar Shrestha, Member (Representative of Cooperative)  

5 Ms. Nanda Kumari Rai, Member (Representative of Cooperative)  

6 Mr. Ishwari Subedi, Member (Representative of Cooperative)  
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Public Consultation and Disclosure  

The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental issues 

during the construction phase of the project no formal public consultations were conducted based 

on environmental issues. 

The informal public consultations have solved the minor environmental issues that occurred during 

the construction phase of the project. 

 

 

 

 

7 Mr. Santosh Kafle, Member (Representative of Cooperative)  

8 Mr. Gajendra Thapa, Member ( WUSC Secretary)  
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Water quality testing at site 

 

Figure 4: OHT site development works are under progress 

Figure 3 Photographs of mahendranagar Town 
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3.3 RAMNAGAR-MIRCHAIYA, SIRAHA WATER SUPPLY, AND SANITATION SECTOR PROJECT 
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Table 10 Ramnagar-Mirchaiya Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, 
pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  
e tifi ate 
NOC  et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, pe its, 
lea a e, et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s a d p o isio s if 

e essa  

√  

2. E isti g 
Utilities  

Spoil 
Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil ate ials at spoil 
disposal sites 

√   

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall √   

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks   

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test   Deep Tu e ell & Shallo  
ell  

√   

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  do st ea  
of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  ate  
ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  
Toilets a d 

septage 
disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  do st ea  
of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300  a a  f o  
the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √   

. Co st u tio  
o k a ps,  

sto kpile 
a eas, sto age 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

 Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental friendly √  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial o e   √  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

. Waste 
Ge e atio  

Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to O ga i  & 
I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

 

 
Re le of Solid Wastes √  

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism) √  

7. Source of 

materials 

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates  f o  
app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates f o  
app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

A. Co structio  Phase 

1 Topography 

landforms, 

geology, and 

soils and river 

morphology 

and hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local authorities 

regarding restrictions in quarrying from rivers 

√   

 

 
Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste water into 

streams, watercourses, or irrigation system 

√   

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall not lead 

to  inundation and other nuisances in low lying 

areas ) 

√   

Conduct All earthworks related works during dry 

season 

√   

Monitor water quality according to EMP √   

2. 

 

Ai  Qualit    

 

Arrest dust through frequent water spray √   

Require trucks delivering aggregates and cement 

to have tarpaulin cover 

√   

Limit speed of construction vehicles in access 

roads and worksites to a maximum of 30 kph. 

√   

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 2069 

enforcement, and green sticker standards and 

√   

Prohibition of open burning of solid waste. √   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

3. Noise 
Pollutio     

Construct speed bumps at settlement areas √   

Avoid use of pressure horn in the nearby 

settlement area and construction sites 

√   

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, health 

post, schools and other public areas 

√   

Work during day time rather than night time √   

Warning signs in construction sites √   

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 decibels  √   

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and demolition 

wastes on a daily basis. 

√   

Coordination with District development office for 

beneficial uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to designated areas. 

√   

All vehicles delivering fine materials to the site 

and carrying debris for disposal covered to avoid 

spillage. 

√   

B. Biological Environment 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to Forest (Tree Cutting  )  ×  

Disturbance to wildlife  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

C. Socioeconomic Environment  
   

1. Local people 

hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from communities in 

the vicinity of the site 

√   

Purchasing of construction materials from the 

local market. 

√  

2. Community 

welfare 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, likely effects of 

the construction work. 

√   

 

 

 

 

Relocation of existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity pylons, etc.) 

before construction starts at the subproject sites. 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Obtained permission  from respective local 

authority for the use of water for construction.  

√   

 

 

 

 

 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, likely effects of 

the construction work. 

√  

3. Community 

health and 

safety 

Consultation with district development 

committee on the designated areas for stockpiling 

of soils, gravel, and other construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

Only a 

toilet for 

about 40 

workers. 

Contractor 

was 

instructed 

to add 

another 

toilet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction of temporary latrines for workers 

with a proper pit to avoid contamination of water 

sources. 

 × 

Workers were made aware  of the following 

general rules: 

➢ no alcohol/drugs on site;  

➢ prevent excessive noise; 

➢ no fires permitted on site expect if 

needed  for the construction  works 

√  

Other than pre-approved security staff, no 

workers shall be permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√  

Grievance/ Compliant remedial action mechanism  

fully applied  

√  

Workers are provided with personal protective 

equipment  (reflectors /cloths; footwear, gloves, 

goggles, and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical insurance 

coverage for workers) 

√  

The hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for drinking, cooking, 

and washing,  

- clean eating areas where workers are not 

exposed to hazardous or noxious substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at all times. 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Provide H & S orientation training to all new 

workers. 

√   

 

 

 

Mark and provide sign boards in chemical storage 

areas, material storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

D. Historical, Cultural, and Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and 

cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 

No cultural heritage 

areas found within 

project area 

E. Chemical Environment  

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require proper storage 

and handling practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the person is hired, 

with knowledge of chlorine use for disinfection 

process during operation iv)Ensure use of PPE 

while using chemicals; v) Use of chlorine guideline 

as per WHO (Annex 6 ) 

  Not 

Applicable 

 

Overall Compliance with EMP 

 

 

Table 11 Local Level Redress Committee (First Level) Ramnagar-Mirchiya Town 

No. 
Sub-Project 

Name 

EMP Part 
of  

Contract 
Documents 

(Y/N) 

EMP Being 
Implemented 

(Y/N) 

Status of Implementation 

(Excellent/Satisfactory/Partially 
satisfactory /Below  

Satisfactory) 

Action 
Proposed and 

Additional 
Measures 
Required 

1 

Ramnagar-

Mirchaiya, 

Siraha 

Y Y Satisfactory 

Continuation of 
proper 

management of 
health and 
sanitation 

conditions in the 
camps; Needs to 
improve debris 

disposal. 

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Ram Lochan Sah, Chairman, WUSC  

2 Mr. Roshan Subedi (Gesi Specialist, ERDSMC)  

3 Mr. Ganesh Chaudhary, Member( CSE, ERDSMC)  

4 Mr. Megharaj Dhimal, Member (Engineer, Contractor)  
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Table 12 Local Level Redress Committee (Second Level) Ramnagar-Mirchiya Town 

 

Public Consultation and Disclosure  

The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental issues 

during the construction phase of the project no formal public consultations were conducted based 

on environmental issues. 

The informal public consultations have solved the minor environmental issues that occurred during 

the construction phase of the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 Mr.  Dayaram Sah, Member(Social Mobiliser, ERDSMC)  

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Kusheshwar Sah, Chairman   

2 Mr. Deep Narayan Sah, Secretary, Representative, Municipality  

3 Mr. Tatpta Bahadur Rawal, Member (Social Development Officer,RPMO)  

4 Mr. HomJyoti  Adhikari, Member(Environmental Safeguards Specialist, ERDSMC)  

5 Mr. Roshan Subedi, Member( Gesi Specialist, ERDSMC representative)  

6 Mr. Shyam Pd. Sah, Member  

7 Mr. Raju Pd Sah, Member  

8 Mr. Jageshwar Sah, Member  

9 Mr. Bhawani Mahara, Member  
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sprinkling the water after supply 

 

River Protection works 

Figure 4 Photographs of Ramnagar-Mirchiya Town 
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3.4 KATARI, UDAYAPUR WATER SUPPLY, AND SANITATION SECTOR PROJECT 
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Table 13 Katari  Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, 
pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  
e tifi ate 
NOC  et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, pe its, 
lea a e, et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s a d p o isio s if 

e essa  

√  

2. E isti g 
Utilities  

Spoil 
Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil ate ials at spoil 
disposal sites 

√   

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall √   

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks   

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test   Deep Tu e ell & Shallo  
ell  

√   

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  do st ea  
of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  ate  
ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  
Toilets a d 

septage 
disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  do st ea  
of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300  a a  f o  
the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √   

. Co st u tio  
o k a ps,  

sto kpile 
a eas, sto age 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

 Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental friendly √  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial o e   √  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

. Waste 
Ge e atio  

Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to O ga i  & 
I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

 

 
Re le of Solid Wastes √  

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism) √  

7. Source of 

materials 

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates  f o  
app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates f o  
app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

F. Co structio  Phase 

1 Topography 

landforms, 

geology, and 

soils and river 

morphology 

and hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local authorities 

regarding restrictions in quarrying from rivers 

√   

 

 
Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste water into 

streams, watercourses, or irrigation system 

√   

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall not lead 

to  inundation and other nuisances in low lying 

areas ) 

√   

Conduct All earthworks related works during dry 

season 

√   

Monitor water quality according to EMP √   

2. 

 

Ai  Qualit    

 

Arrest dust through frequent water spray √   

Require trucks delivering aggregates and cement 

to have tarpaulin cover 

√   

Limit speed of construction vehicles in access 

roads and worksites to a maximum of 30 kph. 

√   

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 2069 

enforcement, and green sticker standards and 

√   

Prohibition of open burning of solid waste. √   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

3. Noise 
Pollutio     

Construct speed bumps at settlement areas √   

Avoid use of pressure horn in the nearby 

settlement area and construction sites 

√   

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, health 

post, schools and other public areas 

√   

Work during day time rather than night time √   

Warning signs in construction sites √   

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 decibels  √   

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and demolition 

wastes on a daily basis. 

√   

Coordination with District development office for 

beneficial uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to designated areas. 

√   

All vehicles delivering fine materials to the site 

and carrying debris for disposal covered to avoid 

spillage. 

√   

G. Biological Environment 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to Forest (Tree Cutting  )  ×  

Disturbance to wildlife  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

H. Socioeconomic Environment  
   

1. Local people 

hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from communities in 

the vicinity of the site 

√   

Purchasing of construction materials from the 

local market. 

√  

2. Community 

welfare 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, likely effects of 

the construction work. 

√   

 

 

 

 

Relocation of existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity pylons, etc.) 

before construction starts at the subproject sites. 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Obtained permission  from respective local 

authority for the use of water for construction.  

√   

 

 

 

 

 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, likely effects of 

the construction work. 

√  

3. Community 

health and 

safety 

Consultation with district development 

committee on the designated areas for stockpiling 

of soils, gravel, and other construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

Only a 

toilet for 

about 40 

workers. 

Contractor 

was 

instructed 

to add 

another 

toilet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction of temporary latrines for workers 

with a proper pit to avoid contamination of water 

sources. 

 × 

Workers were made aware  of the following 

general rules: 

➢ no alcohol/drugs on site;  

➢ prevent excessive noise; 

➢ no fires permitted on site expect if 

needed  for the construction  works 

√  

Other than pre-approved security staff, no 

workers shall be permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√  

Grievance/ Compliant remedial action mechanism  

fully applied  

√  

Workers are provided with personal protective 

equipment  (reflectors /cloths; footwear, gloves, 

goggles, and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical insurance 

coverage for workers) 

√  

The hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for drinking, cooking, 

and washing,  

- clean eating areas where workers are not 

exposed to hazardous or noxious substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at all times. 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Provide H & S orientation training to all new 

workers. 

√   

 

 

 

Mark and provide sign boards in chemical storage 

areas, material storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

I. Historical, Cultural, and Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and 

cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 

No cultural heritage 

areas found within 

project area 

J. Chemical Environment  

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require proper storage 

and handling practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the person is hired, 

with knowledge of chlorine use for disinfection 

process during operation iv)Ensure use of PPE 

while using chemicals; v) Use of chlorine guideline 

as per WHO (Annex 6 ) 

  Not 

Applicable 

 

Overall Compliance with EMP 

 

Table 14 Local level grievance Redress Committee (First Level) 

 

 

 

 

No. 
Sub-Project 

Name 

EMP Part of  
Contract 

Documents 

(Y/N) 

EMP 
Being 

Impleme
nted 
(Y/N) 

Status of Implementation 

(Excellent/Satisfactory/Part
ially satisfactory /Below  

Satisfactory) 

Action Proposed 
and Additional 

Measures Required 

1 

 

Katari,  Water 

Supply, and 

Sanitation Sector 

Project 

 

Y Y Satisfactory 

Continuation of proper 
management of health 

and sanitation 
conditions in the camps; 

Add another toilet in 
worker’s camp. 

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Dodaraj Poudel, Chairman, WUSC  
2 Mr. Shiva Adhikari Social Safeguard Specialist, ERDSMC  

3 Mr. Dhanraj Shah, Construction Engineer   

4 Ms. Jyoti Kala Tamang, Social mobilizer  

5 Mr.Durga Pokharel, Contractor Representative  
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Public Consultation and Disclosure  

The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental issues 

during the construction phase of the project no formal public consultations were conducted based 

on environmental issues. 

The informal public consultations have solved the minor environmental issues that occurred during 

the construction phase of the project. 
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Sump Well at Tawa Khola 

 

Slow Sand Filter (SSF) - 2 at Simrik Dada 

 

RVT-1000 at Simrik Dada 

 

Sump Well at Tawa Khola 

Figure 5 Photographs of Katari Town Project 
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3.5 SAKHUWA-MAHENDRANAGAR SMALL TOWN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION SECTOR 
PROJECT 
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Table 15 Sakhuwa-Mahendranagar Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status            
Re arks Yes No 

C. Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, 
pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  
e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, pe its, 
lea a e, et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s a d p o isio s if 

e essa  

√  

2. E isti g 
Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil ate ials at spoil 
disposal sites 

√   

 

 

 

Be hi g of g ou d slope  × 

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall √   

Co st u tio  of d ai age √   

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test  test  

 Deep Tu e ell & Shallo  ell  

√   

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  ate  
ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  
Toilets a d 

septage 
disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300  a a  
f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status            
Re arks Yes No 

Co st u tio  
o k a ps,  

sto kpile 
a eas, sto age 
a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental friendly)  ×  

Not 

necessary 

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial o e   √  

. Waste 
Ge e atio  

Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to O ga i  & 
I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

 

 

  

Re le of Solid Wastes √  

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism) √  

7. Source of 

materials 

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates  
f o  app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

 
Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates f o  
app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

D. Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography 

landforms, 

geology, and 

soils and river 

morphology 

and hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local 

authorities regarding restrictions in quarrying 

from rivers 

√   

 

 

 

 

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal areas for 

spoil disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste water into 

streams, watercourses, or irrigation system 

√   

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall not 

lead to  inundation and other nuisances in low 

lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related works during 

dry season 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water spray √   

Require trucks delivering aggregates and 

cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles in access 

roads and worksites to a maximum of 30 kph. 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status            
Re arks Yes No 

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 2069 

enforcement, and green sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid waste. √  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at settlement areas  ×   Not 

necessary  

 

 

 

 

 

Avoid use of pressure horn in the nearby 

settlement area and construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, health 

post, schools and other public areas 

√  

Work during day time rather than night time √  

Warning signs in construction sites √  

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 

decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and demolition 

wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with District development office 

for beneficial uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine materials to the site 

and carrying debris for disposal shall be 

covered to avoid spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to Forest (Tree Cutting )  ×  

Disturbance to wildlife  × 

Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people 

hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of the labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the site.  

√  Local labors 

are hired 

when 

available Purchasing of construction materials from the 

local market. 

√  

2. Community 

welfare 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration 

√   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status            
Re arks Yes No 

to inform about the nature, duration, likely 

effects of the construction work. 

Relocation of Existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity pylons, etc.) 

before construction starts at the subproject 

sites. 

√  

Compensation/Restoration for the damage to 

properties and utilities to pre-work conditions. 

√  

3. Community 

health and 

safety 

Consult with district development committee 

on the designated areas for stockpiling of soils, 

gravel, and other construction materials. 

√   

Construction of temporary latrines for workers 

with a proper pit to avoid contamination of 

water sources. 

√  

Workers were made aware  of the following 

general rules: 

(iii) no alcohol/drugs on site;  

(iv) prevent excessive noise; 

(v)  no fires permitted on site expect if 

needed  for the construction  works 

Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties adjoining 

the site is forbidden 

√  

Other than pre-approved security staff, no 

workers shall be permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Grievance/ Compliant remedial action 

mechanism  fully applied  

√  

Workers are provided with personal protective 

equipment  (reflectors /cloths; footwear, 

gloves, goggles, and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical insurance 

coverage for workers) 

√  

The hygienic manner in work camps.  × 

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for drinking, 

cooking, and washing,  

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status            
Re arks Yes No 

- clean eating areas where workers are not 

exposed to hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at all times. 

 

 

 

 

Needs 

improvement 

 

 

 

 

 

Provide H&S orientation training to all new 

workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in chemical 

storage areas, material storage areas & waste 

disposal areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to noise level greater 

than 85 dBA for the duration of more than 8 

hours per day without hearing protection.  

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 
Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 

No such problems arise 

within the project area   

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 
All disinfection chemicals require proper 

storage and handling practices: ii) providing 

safe storage for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of chlorine use 

for disinfection process during operation 

iv)Ensure use of PPE while using chemicals; v) 

Use of chlorine guideline as per WHO (Annex 6 

) 

√   

 

Overall Compliance with EMP 

No. Sub-Project 
Name 

EMP Part 
of  
Contract 
Documents 

(Y/N) 

EMP Being 
Implemented 
(Y/N) 

Status of Implementation 

(Excellent/Satisfactory/Partially 
satisfactory /Below  

Satisfactory) 

Action 
Proposed and 
Additional 
Measures 
Required 
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1 
TSTWSSSP/ 

NCB-01(Lot 3) 

Sakhuwa-

Mahendranagar, 

Dhanusha 

Y Y Satisfactory Regular use of 
personal 
protective 
equipment needs 
to be further 
encouraged and 
enforced; Improve 
the condition of 
safety signs, 
warning signals, 
safety barriers; 

Hygiene in 
worker’s camp 
needs 
improvement. 

 

 

Table 16 Local Level Grievance Redress Committee (First Level) 

 

 

 

Table 17 Town Lever Grievance Redress Committee (Second Level) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Public Consultation and Disclosure  

The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental issues 

during the construction phase of the project, no formal public consultations specific to environmental 

issues were carried.  

The informal public consultations solved minor environmental issues during construction. 

 

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Ramjulum Yadav, Chairman, WUSC  

2 Member (Social Safeguards Specialist, ERDSMC)  

3 Mr. Tapeshwar Jha,Member( CSE, ERDSMC)  

4 Mr. Pramod Laugi, Member (Engineer, Contractor)  

5 Mr. Ravi Shankar Sah, Member(Social Mobiliser, ERDSMC)  

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Laxman Yadav, Chairman (Representative of Municipality)  

2 Member (Social Development /Environment Officer,RPMO)  

3 Member( Social/Environmental Safeguards Specialist, ERDSMC)  

4 Ms. Sudha Singh,  Member( service area representative)  

5 Ms. Mohana Ray, Member(Service area representative, ERDSMC)  

6 Mr. Santoshi Thakur, Member( representative of Cooperative)  

7 Mr. Santosh Kafle, Member( representative of Cooperative)  

8 Mr. Badri Lal Thing, Member Secretary ( WUSC Secretary)  
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Figure 1: Water Quality Testing Lab 
Figure 2: Aerator for Water Purifying 

 

Figure 3: Public Toilet 

 

Figure 4 : Institutional Toilet 

Figure 6 Photographs of Sakhuwa-Mahendranagar Town Project 
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3.6 LALBANDI, SARLAHI WATER SUPPLY, AND SANITATION SECTOR PROJECT 
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Table 18 Lalbandi, Sarlahi Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. 
Major Environmental 

Impacts 
Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Status 
Remarks 

                      

Yes No   

A. Pre-Construction Phase 

1 Consents, permits, 

clearances, no 

objection certificate 

(NOC) etc. 

Obtain all of the necessary consents, permits, 

clearance, etc. 
√   

  

  

Include in detailed design drawings and 

documents all conditions and provisions if 

necessary 

√   

2 
Existing Utilities (Spoil 

Disposal) 

Collection & dumping of spoil materials at 

spoil disposal sites 
√   

  

Benching of ground slope √   

Maintenance of Slope √   

Construction of Toe Wall √   

Construction of drainage √   

Bioengineering works     

3 Drinking Water   

Water Quality Test  ( Deep Tube well & 

Shallow well) 
√   

  

Establishment of Toilets at least 30 m 

downstream of the drinking water source. 
√   

Sealed Septic tanks (water tight) √   

Establishment of a test pit and regular water 

quality monitoring  
√   

4 
Sanitation (Toilets and 

septage disposal) 

Establishment of Toilets at least 30 m 

downstream of the drinking water source. 
√   

  
Separate Toilets for male and female √   

Sealed Septic tanks (water tight) √   

Location of  disposal pits at least 300 m away 

from the nearest residence 
√   

Proper septage management √   

5 

Construction work 

camps,  stockpile areas, 

storage areas, and 

disposal areas 

Construction camp sites  (Standard) √   

  Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental friendly √   

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √   
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S.N. 
Major Environmental 

Impacts 
Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Status 
Remarks 

                      

Yes No   

Storage Area  (stockpiling material cover ) √   

6 Waste Generation 

Differentiate of Solid wastes into Organic & 

Inorganic Solid Wastes 
√   

  Recycle of Solid Wastes √   

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism) √   

7 Source of materials 

Source materials ( sand, gravel, aggregates) 

from approved quarry sites 
√     

Source materials ( sand, gravel, aggregates 

from approved crusher sites 
√     

B. Construction Phase 

1 

Topography landforms, 

geology, and soils and 

river morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local 

authorities regarding restrictions in quarrying 

from rivers 

√   

  

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 
√   

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal areas for 

spoil disposal 

√   

Prevention of entering of waste water into 

streams, watercourses, or irrigation system 
√     

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall not 

lead to  inundation and other nuisances in 

low lying areas ) 

√     

Conduct All earthworks related works during 

dry season 
√     

Monitor water quality according to EMP √     

2 Air Quality   

Arrest dust through frequent water spray √     

Require trucks delivering aggregates and 

cement to have tarpaulin cover 
√     
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S.N. 
Major Environmental 

Impacts 
Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Status 
Remarks 

                      

Yes No   

Limit speed of construction vehicles in access 

roads and worksites to a maximum of 30 kph. 
√     

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 2069 

enforcement, and green sticker standards 

and 

√     

Prohibition of open burning of solid waste. √     

3 Noise Pollution    

Construct speed bumps at settlement areas √     

Avoid use of pressure horn in the nearby 

settlement area and construction sites 
√     

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, 

health post, schools and other public areas 
√     

Work during day time rather than night time √     

Warning signs in construction sites √     

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 

decibels  
√     

4 
Removal of Aesthetics 

values 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √     

Removal of all construction and demolition 

wastes on a daily basis. 
√     

Coordination with District development 

office for beneficial uses for excess excavated 

soils or immediately disposes to designated 

areas. 

√     

All vehicles delivering fine materials to the 

site and carrying debris for disposal covered 

to avoid spillage. 

√     

C. Biological Environment 

1 Biodiversity 

Damage to Forest (Tree Cutting  )   × 

  

Disturbance to wildlife   × 

Disturbance to Aquatic life   × 

Disturbance to Birds   × 
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S.N. 
Major Environmental 

Impacts 
Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Status 
Remarks 

                      

Yes No   

D. Socioeconomic Environment  

1 

Local people hiring  & 
Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the site 
√   

  

Local Market 

development 

Purchasing of construction materials from 

the local market. 
√   

2 Community welfare 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration 

to inform about the nature, duration, likely 

effects of the construction work. 

√   

  

Relocation of existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity pylons, 

etc.) before construction starts at the 

subproject sites. 

√   

Obtained permission  from respective local 

authority for the use of water for 

construction. 

√   

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration 

to inform about the nature, duration, likely 

effects of the construction work. 

√   

3 
Community health and 

safety 

Consultation with district development 

committee on the designated areas for 

stockpiling of soils, gravel, and other 

construction materials. 

√   

Contractor 

was 

instructed 

to provide 

PPE to all 

workers 

Construction of temporary latrines for 

workers with a proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√   

Workers were made aware  of the following 

general rules: 

√   

➢  no alcohol/drugs on site; 

➢  prevent excessive noise; 

➢  no fires permitted on site 

expect if needed  for the construction  works 
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S.N. 
Major Environmental 

Impacts 
Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Status 
Remarks 

                      

Yes No   

Other than pre-approved security staff, no 

workers shall be permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√   

Grievance/ Compliant remedial action 

mechanism  fully applied 
√   

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment  
  × 

(reflectors /cloths; footwear, gloves, goggles, 

and masks) 

Availability of first aid 

√   
( Medical insurance coverage for workers) 

The hygienic manner in work camps. √   

Ensure 

√   

-          uncontaminated water for drinking, 

cooking, and washing,  

-          clean eating areas where workers 

are not exposed to hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at all times. 

Provide H & S orientation training to all new 

workers. 
√   

Mark and provide sign boards in chemical 

storage areas, material storage areas & 

waste disposal areas. 

√   

E.  Histrological, Cultural and Archeological Characteristics 

1 
Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 
  

No 

cultural 

heritage 

areas 

found 

within 

project 

area 

F. Chemical Environment 
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S.N. 
Major Environmental 

Impacts 
Proposed Mitigation Measures 

Status 
Remarks 

                      

Yes No   

1 Mishandling of chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require proper 

storage and handling practices: ii) providing 

safe storage for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of chlorine 

use for disinfection process during operation 

iv)Ensure use of PPE while using chemicals; v) 

Use of chlorine guideline as per WHO (Annex 

6 ) 

    
Not 

Applicable 

 

Overall Compliance with EMP 

 

Table 19 Local Level Grievance Redress Committee (First Level) 

 

 

 

Public Consultation and Disclosure  

No. 
Sub-Project 

Name 

EMP Part of  
Contract 

Documents 

(Y/N) 

EMP 
Being 

Implemen
ted (Y/N) 

Status of 
Implementation 

(Excellent/Satisfac
tory/Partially 

satisfactory /Below  
Satisfactory) 

Action Proposed and 
Additional Measures 

Required 

1 

 

Lalbandi, 

Sarlahi  Water 

Supply, and 

Sanitation 

Sector Project 

 

Y Y Satisfactory 

Improve sanitation conditions in 
the camps; Provide PPE to the 

workers; Improve debris 
disposal system 

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr.  Basudev Adhikari, Chairman, WUSC  
2 Mr. Shiva Adhikari Social Safeguard Specialist, ERDSMC  

3 Mr. Harinandan Chaudhary, Construction Engineer  

4 Mr. Saroj Sah, Social mobilizer  

5 Mr. Ram lochan Tiwari,  Contractor Representative  
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The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental issues 

during the construction phase of the project no formal public consultations were conducted based 

on environmental issues. 

The informal public consultations have solved the minor environmental issues that occurred during 

the construction phase of the project 
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Installation of DI Fittings RVT at Ward No. 11 

WUSC Office Building 
Well Development 

Figure 7 Photographs of Lalbandi Town Project 
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3.7 KATAHARIYA, RAUTAHAT WATER SUPPLY, AND SANITATION SECTOR PROJECT 
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Table 20: Katahariya, Rautahat Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

A. Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, 
pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  
e tifi ate 
NOC  et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, 
pe its, lea a e, et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s a d p o isio s if 

e essa  

√  

2. E isti g 
Utilities  

Spoil 
Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil ate ials at 
spoil disposal sites 

√   

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall √   

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks   

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test   Deep Tu e ell & 
Shallo  ell  

√   

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  
ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  
Toilets a d 

septage 
disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300  
a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √   

. Co st u tio  
o k a ps,  

sto kpile 
a eas, sto age 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

 Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental friendly √  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial o e   √  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

 

. Waste 
Ge e atio  

Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to O ga i  & 
I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

 

 
Re le of Solid Wastes √  

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism) √  

7. Source of 

materials 

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates  
f o  app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates 
f o  app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1 Topography 

landforms, 

geology, and 

soils and river 

morphology 

and hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local 

authorities regarding restrictions in 

quarrying from rivers 

√   

 

 
Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal areas 

for spoil disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste water into 

streams, watercourses, or irrigation system 

√   

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall not 

lead to  inundation and other nuisances in 

low lying areas ) 

√   

Conduct All earthworks related works 

during dry season 

√   

Monitor water quality according to EMP √   

2. 

 

Ai  Qualit    

 

Arrest dust through frequent water spray √   

Require trucks delivering aggregates and 

cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√   

Limit speed of construction vehicles in 

access roads and worksites to a maximum 

of 30 kph. 

√   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 

2069 enforcement, and green sticker 

standards and 

√   

Prohibition of open burning of solid waste. √   

3. Noise 
Pollutio     

Construct speed bumps at settlement 

areas 

√   

Avoid use of pressure horn in the nearby 

settlement area and construction sites 

√   

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, 

health post, schools and other public areas 

√   

Work during day time rather than night 

time 

√   

Warning signs in construction sites √   

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 

decibels  

√   

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

 × Needs 

improvement 

Coordination with District development 

office for beneficial uses for excess 

excavated soils or immediately disposes 

to designated areas. 

√   

All vehicles delivering fine materials to the 

site and carrying debris for disposal 

covered to avoid spillage. 

√   

C: Biological Environment 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to Forest (Tree Cutting  )  ×  

Disturbance to wildlife  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

D: Socioeconomic Environment  
   

1. Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the site 

√   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Local people 

hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Purchasing of construction materials from 

the local market. 

√  

2. Community 

welfare 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local 

administration to inform about the nature, 

duration, likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√   

Relocation of existing infrastructure (such 

as water distribution pipes, electricity 

pylons, etc.) before construction starts at 

the subproject sites. 

√  

Obtained permission  from respective local 

authority for the use of water for 

construction.  

√  

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local 

administration to inform about the nature, 

duration, likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√  

3. Community 

health and 

safety 

Consultation with district development 

committee on the designated areas for 

stockpiling of soils, gravel, and other 

construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction of temporary latrines for 

workers with a proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  

Workers were made aware  of the 

following general rules: 

➢ no alcohol/drugs on site;  

➢ prevent excessive noise; 

➢ no fires permitted on site expect if 

needed  for the construction  

works 

√  

Other than pre-approved security staff, no 

workers shall be permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Grievance/ Compliant remedial action 

mechanism  fully applied  

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment  (reflectors /cloths; 

footwear, gloves, goggles, and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical insurance 

coverage for workers) 

√  

The hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for drinking, 

cooking, and washing,  

- clean eating areas where workers are 

not exposed to hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at all 

times. 

√  

Provide H & S orientation training to all 

new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in chemical 

storage areas, material storage areas & 

waste disposal areas. 

√  

E: Historical, Cultural, and Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and 

cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 

No cultural heritage areas 

found within project area 

F: Chemical Environment  

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require proper 

storage and handling practices: ii) 

providing safe storage for chemicals; iii) 

ensure that the person is hired, with 

knowledge of chlorine use for disinfection 

process during operation iv)Ensure use of 

PPE while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO (Annex 6 ) 

  Not 

Applicable 
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Local Level Grievance Redress Committee (First Level) 

First Level GRC yet to be formed  

 

Public Consultation and Disclosure  

The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental issues 

during the construction phase of the project no formal public consultations were conducted based 

on environmental issues. 

The informal public consultations have solved the minor environmental issues that occurred during 

the construction phase of the project. 
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WUSC Office Building 

 

Generator House 

Tachnical Audit Team 

 

Tachnical Audit Team 

Figure 8 Photographs of Katahariya Town Project 
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3.8 BIRENDARANAGAR, CHITAWAN WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION SECTOR PROJECT 
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Table 21 Birendranagar, Chitwan Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, 
pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  
e tifi ate 
NOC  et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, pe its, 
lea a e, et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s a d p o isio s if 

e essa  

√  

2. E isti g 
Utilities  

Spoil 
Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil ate ials at 
spoil disposal sites 

√   

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall √   

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks   

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test   Deep Tu e ell & Shallo  
ell  

√   

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  ate  
ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  
Toilets a d 

septage 
disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300  a a  
f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √   

. Co st u tio  
o k a ps,  

sto kpile 
a eas, sto age 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

 Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental friendly √  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial o e   √  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

 

. Waste 
Ge e atio  

Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to O ga i  & 
I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

 

 
Re le of Solid Wastes √  

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism) √  

7. Source of 

materials 

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates  
f o  app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates 
f o  app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1 Topography 

landforms, 

geology, and 

soils and river 

morphology 

and hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local 

authorities regarding restrictions in quarrying 

from rivers 

√   

 

 
Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal areas for 

spoil disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste water into 

streams, watercourses, or irrigation system 

√   

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall not 

lead to  inundation and other nuisances in low 

lying areas ) 

√   

Conduct All earthworks related works during 

dry season 

√   

Monitor water quality according to EMP √   

2. 

 

Ai  Qualit    

 

Arrest dust through frequent water spray √   

Require trucks delivering aggregates and 

cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√   

Limit speed of construction vehicles in access 

roads and worksites to a maximum of 30 kph. 

√   

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 2069 

enforcement, and green sticker standards and 

√   

Prohibition of open burning of solid waste. √   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

3. Noise 
Pollutio     

Construct speed bumps at settlement areas √   

Avoid use of pressure horn in the nearby 

settlement area and construction sites 

√   

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, health 

post, schools and other public areas 

√   

Work during day time rather than night time √   

Warning signs in construction sites √   

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 

decibels  

√   

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and demolition 

wastes on a daily basis. 

 × Needs 

improvement 

Coordination with District development 

office for beneficial uses for excess excavated 

soils or immediately disposes to designated 

areas. 

√   

All vehicles delivering fine materials to the 

site and carrying debris for disposal covered 

to avoid spillage. 

√   

C: Biological Environment 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to Forest (Tree Cutting  )  ×  

Disturbance to wildlife  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

D: Socioeconomic Environment  
   

1. Local people 

hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from communities 

in the vicinity of the site 

√   

Purchasing of construction materials from the 

local market. 

√  

2. Community 

welfare 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration 

to inform about the nature, duration, likely 

effects of the construction work. 

√   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

Relocation of existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity pylons, 

etc.) before construction starts at the 

subproject sites. 

√  

Obtained permission  from respective local 

authority for the use of water for construction.  

√  

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration 

to inform about the nature, duration, likely 

effects of the construction work. 

√  

3. Community 

health and 

safety 

Consultation with district development 

committee on the designated areas for 

stockpiling of soils, gravel, and other 

construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction of temporary latrines for workers 

with a proper pit to avoid contamination of 

water sources. 

√  

Workers were made aware  of the following 

general rules: 

➢ no alcohol/drugs on site;  

➢ prevent excessive noise; 

➢ no fires permitted on site expect if 

needed  for the construction  works 

√  

Other than pre-approved security staff, no 

workers shall be permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√  

Grievance/ Compliant remedial action 

mechanism  fully applied  

√  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment  (reflectors /cloths; 

footwear, gloves, goggles, and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical insurance 

coverage for workers) 

√  

The hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for drinking, 

cooking, and washing,  

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

- clean eating areas where workers are not 

exposed to hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at all times. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Provide H & S orientation training to all new 

workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in chemical 

storage areas, material storage areas & waste 

disposal areas. 

√  

E: Historical, Cultural, and Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and 

cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 

No cultural heritage areas 

found within project area 

F: Chemical Environment  

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require proper 

storage and handling practices: ii) providing 

safe storage for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of chlorine 

use for disinfection process during operation 

iv)Ensure use of PPE while using chemicals; v) 

Use of chlorine guideline as per WHO (Annex 6 

) 

  Not 

Applicable 

 

 

 

No. 
Sub-Project 

Name 

EMP Part 
of  

Contract 
Documents 

(Y/N) 

EMP Being 
Implemented 

(Y/N) 

Status of Implementation 

(Excellent/Satisfactory/Partially 
satisfactory /Below  

Satisfactory) 

Action 
Proposed and 

Additional 
Measures 
Required 

1 

 

Birendranagar  

Water Supply, 

and 

Sanitation 

Sector Project 

 

Y Y Satisfactory 

Continuation of 
proper 

management of 
health and 
sanitation 

conditions in the 
camps; Needs to 

improve 
aesthetics of site. 
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Table 22 Local Level Grievance Redress Committee (First Level) 

 

 Public Consultation and Disclosure  

The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental 

issues during the construction phase of the project no formal public consultations were 

conducted based on environmental issues. 

The informal public consultations have solved the minor environmental issues that occurred 

during the construction phase of the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Rajendara Prasad Burlakoti, Chairman, WUSC  
2 Mr. Ramchandra Pathak  Member, Vice (Chairman WUSC )  

3 Mr. Govinda kandel, Member    
4 Mr. Murari Silwal, Member   

5 Mr Shiva Adhiakri  (Social Safeguards Specialist, ERDSMC)  

6 Mr. Gopal  Prasad Pandey, Member   

7 Mr. Bhanunarayan Shrestha, Member, Construction Engineer   

8 Miss. Bijal Shresha Member (Social mobilizar ERDSMC)  

9 Mr. Bhimsen Silwal, Member   
10 Mr. Jagat Kunwar , Member   
11 Mr. Sobik Shrestha, Member (Engineer, Contractor)  
12 Mr. Ganapati Kande , Member   
13 Mr. Rujal Tuladhar,(ICG Engineer)  
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Figure 1: OHT under Construction Figure 2: Concreting for Dome 

 

Well Development 

 

Office Building 

Figure 9 Photographs of Birendranagar Town Project 
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3.9 BIDUR, NUWAKOT WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION SECTOR PROJECT 
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Table 23 Bidur, Nuwakot Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status 

                                
Re arks 

Yes No  

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, 
pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  
e tifi ate 
NOC  et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, pe its, 
lea a e, et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s a d p o isio s if 

e essa  

√  

2. E isti g 
Utilities  

Spoil 
Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil ate ials at spoil 
disposal sites 

√   

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall √   

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks   

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test   Deep Tu e ell & Shallo  
ell  

√   

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  ate  
ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  
Toilets a d 

septage 
disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300  a a  
f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √   

. Co st u tio  
o k a ps,  

sto kpile 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

 Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental friendly √  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  
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a eas, sto age 
a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial o e   √  

. Waste 
Ge e atio  

Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to O ga i  & 
I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

 

 Re le of Solid Wastes √  

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism) √  

7. Source of 

materials 

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates  f o  
app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, agg egates f o  
app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1 Topography 

landforms, 

geology, and 

soils and river 

morphology 

and hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local 

authorities regarding restrictions in quarrying 

from rivers 

√   

 

 
Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste water into 

streams, watercourses, or irrigation system 

√   

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall not lead 

to  inundation and other nuisances in low lying 

areas ) 

√   

Conduct All earthworks related works during dry 

season 

√   

Monitor water quality according to EMP √   

2. 

 

Ai  Qualit    

 

Arrest dust through frequent water spray √   

Require trucks delivering aggregates and cement 

to have tarpaulin cover 

√   

Limit speed of construction vehicles in access 

roads and worksites to a maximum of 30 kph. 

√   

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 2069 

enforcement, and green sticker standards and 

√   

Prohibition of open burning of solid waste. √   

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at settlement areas √   
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Avoid use of pressure horn in the nearby 

settlement area and construction sites 

√   

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, health 

post, schools and other public areas 

√   

Work during day time rather than night time √   

Warning signs in construction sites √   

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 decibels  √   

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and demolition 

wastes on a daily basis. 

√   

Coordination with District development office 

for beneficial uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to designated areas. 

√   

All vehicles delivering fine materials to the site 

and carrying debris for disposal covered to 

avoid spillage. 

√   

C: Biological Environment 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to Forest (Tree Cutting  )  ×  

Disturbance to wildlife  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

D: Socioeconomic Environment  
   

1. Local people 

hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from communities in 

the vicinity of the site 

√   

Purchasing of construction materials from the 

local market. 

√  

2. Community 

welfare 

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, likely effects 

of the construction work. 

√   

Relocation of existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity pylons, etc.) 

before construction starts at the subproject 

sites. 

√  

Obtained permission  from respective local 

authority for the use of water for construction.  

√  

Consultation with local community/district 

development committee/local administration to 

√  
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inform about the nature, duration, likely effects 

of the construction work. 

3. Community 

health and 

safety 

Consultation with district development 

committee on the designated areas for 

stockpiling of soils, gravel, and other 

construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction of temporary latrines for workers 

with a proper pit to avoid contamination of 

water sources. 

√  

Workers were made aware  of the following 

general rules: 

➢ no alcohol/drugs on site;  

➢ prevent excessive noise; 

➢ no fires permitted on site expect if 

needed  for the construction  works 

√  

Other than pre-approved security staff, no 

workers shall be permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√  

Grievance/ Compliant remedial action 

mechanism  fully applied  

√  

Workers are provided with personal protective 

equipment (reflectors /cloths; footwear, gloves, 

goggles, and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical insurance 

coverage for workers) 

√  

The hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for drinking, cooking, 

and washing,  

- clean eating areas where workers are not 

exposed to hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at all times. 

√  

Provide H & S orientation training to all new 

workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in chemical 

storage areas, material storage areas & waste 

disposal areas. 

√  

E: Historical, Cultural, and Archaeological Characteristics 
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1. Physical and 

cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 

No cultural heritage 

areas found within 

project area 

F: Chemical Environment  

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require proper storage 

and handling practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the person is hired, 

with knowledge of chlorine use for disinfection 

process during operation iv)Ensure use of PPE 

while using chemicals; v) Use of chlorine 

guideline as per WHO (Annex 6 ) 

  Not 

Applicable 

 

 

Table 24 Local Level Grievance Redress Committee (First Level) 

 

Public Consultation and Disclosure  

The DSMC visited the project sites on a regular basis. As there were no major environmental 

issues during the construction phase of the project no formal public consultations were 

conducted based on environmental issues. 

The informal public consultations have solved the minor environmental issues that occurred 

during the construction phase of the project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S.N. Name/ Designation Remark 

1 Mr. Narayan Bahadur Khanal  Chairman, Sub-committee of WUSC  

2 Member (Social Safeguards Specialist, ERDSMC)  

3 Mr. Hari Sharan Gyawali, Member( CSE, ERDSMC)  

4. Mr. Sundar Panday, Member (Social Mobilizer, ERDSMC)  

5. Member  (Representative from Contractor Office )  

Others invitee 

 Representatives from Civil Society  

 Representatives from Local Parties   

 Representatives from ICG  

 Representatives from District Drinking Water Division Office etc  
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Photographs of Bidur Town Project, Nuwakot 

 

Discussion about renovation of dismantled drain during 

laying of transmission pipe line at Pande gaun Construction of Desander Tank at Phalakhu Source 

 

Excavation for foundation of RVT at Nalagaun 
Excavation for Pipe laying work at Phalakhu Khola 

Figure 10 Photographs of Bidur Town Project 
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3.10 AABUKHAIRENI WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 
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The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Aabukhairani Water 

supply and sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) 

and Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 

Table 25 Aabukhairani, Chitwan Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, 
pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs 
a d do u e ts all o ditio s a d 
p o isio s if e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil 
ate ials at spoil disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test  √    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  
ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300 
 a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile a eas, 

sto age a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √  Some 

leakage of 

grease/lu

bricants 

noticed; 

strong 

instructio

n given to 

avoid any 

leakage 

directly 

onto 

ground  

Stockpiling Area  (Environmental 

friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas (managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  (Mechanism)  × 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed ua  
sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed ushe  
sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

1. Topography landforms, 

geology and soils 

and/or river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoFE, DCC, and local 

authorities regarding restrictions in 

quarrying from rivers 

√  Coordinat

ed with 

local 

authority Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste water 

into streams, watercourses, or 

irrigation system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to divert 

(shall not lead to  inundation and 

other nuisances in low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related works 

during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to 

EMP 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water 

spray 

√  Water 

sprinkling 

has been 

suggested 

to avoid 

dust along  

Access 

road to 

SSF,RF, 

and intake 

Require trucks delivering aggregates 

and cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles 

in access roads and worksites to 

maximum of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with 

NVMES, 2069 enforcement and green 

sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid 

waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at settlement 

areas 

 × Signboard

s have 

been 

placed to 

instruct 

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Erect no horn signs in settlement 

areas, health post, schools and other 

public areas 

√  
not using 

horns 

unnecessa

rily, and to 

aware 

about 

impacts of 

noise on 

human 

health; 

boards 

provided 

to display 

restriction 

to general 

public in 

stockpile/

stores   

Work during day time rather than 

right time 

√  

Warning signs in construction sites √  

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 

80 decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for beneficial 

uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to designated 

areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine materials 

to the site and carrying debris for 

disposal shall be covered to avoid 

spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest  

(Tree Cutting ) 

 NA  

Disturbance to wild life  NA 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  NA 

Disturbance to Birds  NA 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the site.  

√   
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Local Market 

development 

Purchasing of construction materials 

from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local community/district 

development committee/local 

administration to inform about the 

nature, duration, likely effects of the 

construction work. 

√   

Existing infrastructure (such as water 

distribution pipes, electricity pylons, 

etc.) shall be relocated before 

construction starts at the sub project 

sites. 

√  

Prior permission shall be obtained 

from respective local authority for 

use of water for construction. Use of 

water for construction works shall not 

disturb local water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to properties and 

utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community health and 

Safety 

 

 

 

Occupational Health 

and Safety  

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas 

for stockpiling of soils, gravel, and 

other construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signboard

s have 

been 

placed 

with 

Construction of temporary latrines 

for workers with proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  

Workers need to be made aware  of the 

following general rules: 

(vi) no alcohol/drugs on site;  

(vii) prevent excessive noise; 

(viii)  no fires permitted on site 

expect if needed  for the 

construction  works 

(ix) Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security 

staff, no workers shall be permitted 

to live on the construction site. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

The contractor shall immediately take 

the necessary remedial action on any 

complaint/grievance received by him 

and forward the details of the 

grievance along with the action taken 

to the PIU within 48 hours of receipt 

of such complaint/grievance. 

√  
messages/

code of 

conduct to 

be 

followed 

by the 

workforce  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment (reflectors 

/cloths; footwear, gloves, goggles and 

masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid  

(Medical insurance coverage for 

workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for 

drinking, cooking and washing,  

- clean eating areas where workers 

are not exposed to hazardous or 

noxious substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at all 

times. 

√  

Provide H&S orientation training to all 

new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste disposal areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to noise 

level greater than 85 dBA for duration 

of more than 8 hours per day without 

hearing protection. The use of 

hearing protection shall be enforced 

actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Ph si al a d ultu al 
he itage 

Stop work immediately to allow 

further investigation if any finds are 

suspected. 

 NA  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Misha dli g of hlo i e 

(Bleaching Powder) 

All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling 

practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of 

chlorine use for disinfection process 

during operation iv)Ensure use of PPE 

while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO  

 NA 

for 

no

w 

Will be 

complied 

at the end 

of 

constructi

on phase 
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3.11 DUMRE WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 
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The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Dumre Water supply and 

sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) and 

Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 

Table 26 Dumre Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, 
pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs 
a d do u e ts all o ditio s a d 
p o isio s if e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil 
ate ials at spoil disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test  test  √    
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d 
egula  ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300 
 a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile 

a eas, sto age a eas, 
a d disposal a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental 

friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 

 × 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed ua  
sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed ushe  
sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography 

landforms, geology 

and soils and/or river 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and 

local authorities regarding 

restrictions in quarrying from rivers 

√   
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

morphology and 

hydrology 
Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste 

water into streams, watercourses, 

or irrigation system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to divert 

(shall not lead to  inundation and 

other nuisances in low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related 

works during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to 

EMP 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water 

spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering aggregates 

and cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles 

in access roads and worksites to 

maximum of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with 

NVMES, 2069 enforcement and 

green sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid 

waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at 

settlement areas 

 × Signboards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct not 

using horns 

unnecessarily, 

and to aware 

about impacts 

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement 

areas, health post, schools and other 

public areas 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Work during day time rather than 

right time 

√  
of noise on 

human health  

Warning signs in construction sites √  

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 

80 decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for beneficial 

uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to 

designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine 

materials to the site and carrying 

debris for disposal shall be covered 

to avoid spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  NA  

Disturbance to wild life  NA 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  NA 

Disturbance to Birds  NA 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the 

site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction materials 

from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local 

community/district development 

committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, 

likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√   

Existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity 

pylons, etc.) shall be relocated 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

before construction starts at the sub 

project sites. 

Prior permission shall be obtained 

from respective local authority for 

use of water for construction. Use of 

water for construction works shall 

not disturb local water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to properties 

and utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work 

conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community health 

and safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas 

for stockpiling of soils, gravel, and 

other construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Signboards 

have been 

placed with 

messages/code 

of conduct to 

be followed by 

the workforce  

Construction of temporary latrines 

for workers with proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  

Workers need to be made aware  of 

the following general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

•  no fires permitted on site expect 

if needed  for the construction  

works 

• Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security 

staff, no workers shall be permitted 

to live on the construction site. 

√  

The contractor shall immediately 

take the necessary remedial action 

on any complaint/grievance 

received by him and forward the 

details of the grievance along with 

the action taken to the PIU within 48 

hours of receipt of such 

complaint/grievance. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment  (reflectors 

/cloths; footwear, gloves, goggles 

and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical 

insurance coverage for workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for 

drinking, cooking and washing,  

- clean eating areas where 

workers are not exposed to 

hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at 

all times. 

√  

Provide H&S orientation training to 

all new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to noise 

level greater than 85 dBA for 

duration of more than 8 hours per 

day without hearing protection. The 

use of hearing protection shall be 

enforced actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow 

further investigation if any finds are 

suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling 

practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of 

 NA 

for 

now 

Will be 

complied at the 

end of 

construction 

phase 
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

chlorine use for disinfection process 

during operation iv)Ensure use of 

PPE while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.12 NIRMALPOKHARI WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 
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The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Nirmalpokhari Water 

supply and sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) 

and Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 

Table 27 Nirmal Pokhari Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  
o se ts, pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs 
a d do u e ts all o ditio s a d 
p o isio s if e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil 
ate ials at spoil disposal sites 

√    
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Spoil Disposal  Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test  test  √    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30 
 do st ea  of the d i ki g 
ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d 
egula  ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30 
 do st ea  of the d i ki g 
ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300 
 a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile 

a eas, sto age a eas, 
a d disposal a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental 

friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 

 × 
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed ua  
sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed ushe  
sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography 

landforms, geology 

and soils and/or river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and 

local authorities regarding 

restrictions in quarrying from rivers 

√   

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste 

water into streams, watercourses, 

or irrigation system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to divert 

(shall not lead to  inundation and 

other nuisances in low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related 

works during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to 

EMP 

 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water 

spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering 

aggregates and cement to have 

tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles 

in access roads and worksites to 

maximum of 30 kph. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Use of vehicles complying with 

NVMES, 2069 enforcement and 

green sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid 

waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at 

settlement areas 

 × Sign boards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct not 

using horns 

unnecessarily, 

and to aware 

about impacts 

of noise on 

human health  

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement 

areas, health post, schools and 

other public areas 

√  

Work during day time rather than 

right time 

√  

Warning signs in construction sites √  

Maintain sound levels not 

exceeding 80 decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s alues 

Preparation of debris disposal 

plan. 

√   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for beneficial 

uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to 

designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine 

materials to the site and carrying 

debris for disposal shall be covered 

to avoid spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  NA  

Disturbance to wild life  NA 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  NA 

Disturbance to Birds  NA 
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the 

site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction 

materials from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local 

community/district development 

committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, 

likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√   

Existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity 

pylons, etc.) shall be relocated 

before construction starts at the 

sub project sites. 

√  

Prior permission shall be obtained 

from respective local authority for 

use of water for construction. Use 

of water for construction works 

shall not disturb local water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to properties 

and utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work 

conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community health and 

safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas 

for stockpiling of soils, gravel, and 

other construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction of temporary latrines 

for workers with proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  

Workers need to be made aware  of 

the following general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

•  no fires permitted on site 

expect if needed  for the 

construction  works 

• Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security 

staff, no workers shall be permitted 

to live on the construction site. 

 

 

 

Singboards 

have been 

placed with 

messages/code 

of conduct to 

be followed by 

the workforce  
The contractor shall immediately 

take the necessary remedial action 

on any complaint/grievance 

received by him and forward the 

details of the grievance along with 

the action taken to the PIU within 

48 hours of receipt of such 

complaint/grievance. 

√  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment   

(reflectors /cloths; footwear, 

gloves, goggles and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid  

( Medical insurance coverage for 

workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for 

drinking, cooking and washing,  

- clean eating areas where 

workers are not exposed to 

hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at 

all times. 

√  

Provide H&S orientation training to 

all new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

Disallow worker exposure to noise 

level greater than 85 dBA for 

duration of more than 8 hours per 

day without hearing protection. The 

use of hearing protection shall be 

enforced actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow 

further investigation if any finds are 

suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling 

practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of 

chlorine use for disinfection process 

during operation iv)Ensure use of 

PPE while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO  

 NA 

for 

now 

It will be 

complied at the 

end of 

Construction 

phase 
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3.13 TAMSARIYA WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Tamsariya Water supply 

and sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) and 

Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 
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Table 28 Tamsariya  Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, 
pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs 
a d do u e ts all o ditio s a d 
p o isio s if e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil 
ate ials at spoil disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test  test   Deep Tu e 
ell & Shallo  ell  

√    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d 
egula  ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300 
 a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile a eas, 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental 

friendly) 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

sto age a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 

 × 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed ua  
sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed ushe  
sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography landforms, 

geology and soils 

and/or river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and 

local authorities regarding 

restrictions in quarrying from rivers 

√   

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste 

water into streams, watercourses, or 

irrigation system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to divert 

(shall not lead to  inundation and 

other nuisances in low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related 

works during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to 

EMP 

 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water 

spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering aggregates 

and cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles 

in access roads and worksites to 

maximum of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with 

NVMES, 2069 enforcement and 

green sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid 

waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at 

settlement areas 

 × Sign 

boards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct 

not using 

horns 

unnecessa

rily, and to 

aware 

about 

impacts of 

noise on 

human 

health  

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement 

areas, health post, schools and other 

public areas 

√  

Work during day time rather than 

right time 

√  

Warning signs in construction sites √  

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 

80 decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for beneficial 

uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to 

designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine materials 

to the site and carrying debris for 

disposal shall be covered to avoid 

spillage. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  NA  

Disturbance to wild life  NA 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  NA 

Disturbance to Birds  NA 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the 

site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction materials 

from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local 

community/district development 

committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, 

likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√   

Existing infrastructure (such as water 

distribution pipes, electricity pylons, 

etc.) shall be relocated before 

construction starts at the sub project 

sites. 

√  

Prior permission shall be obtained 

from respective local authority for 

use of water for construction. Use of 

water for construction works shall 

not disturb local water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to properties 

and utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work 

conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community health and 

safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas 

for stockpiling of soils, gravel, and 

other construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

Construction of temporary latrines 

for workers with proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Workers need to be made aware  of 

the following general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

•  no fires permitted on site expect 

if needed  for the construction  

works 

• Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security 

staff, no workers shall be permitted 

to live on the construction site. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

Singboard

s have 

been 

placed 

with 

messages/

code of 

conduct to 

be 

followed 

by the 

workforce  

The contractor shall immediately 

take the necessary remedial action 

on any complaint/grievance 

received by him and forward the 

details of the grievance along with 

the action taken to the PIU within 48 

hours of receipt of such 

complaint/grievance. 

√  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment  (reflectors 

/cloths; footwear, gloves, goggles 

and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical 

insurance coverage for workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for 

drinking, cooking and washing,  

- clean eating areas where workers 

are not exposed to hazardous or 

noxious substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at 

all times. 

√  

Provide H&S orientation training to 

all new workers. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to noise 

level greater than 85 dBA for 

duration of more than 8 hours per 

day without hearing protection. The 

use of hearing protection shall be 

enforced actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow 

further investigation if any finds are 

suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of chlorine All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling 

practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of 

chlorine use for disinfection process 

during operation iv)Ensure use of 

PPE while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO  

√   
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3.14 CHANDRAUTA WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Chandrauta Water supply 

and sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) and 

Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 
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 Table 29 Chandrauta Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures 

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

 A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, 
pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  
e tifi ate NOC , 

et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  
o se ts, pe its, 
lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  
d a i gs a d do u e ts all 
o ditio s a d p o isio s if 
e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of 
spoil ate ials at spoil 
disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test  √    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at 
least 30  do st ea  of 
the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  
tight  

√  

Esta lish e t of a test pit 
a d egula  ate  ualit  

o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  Toilets 
a d septage 
disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at 
least 30  do st ea  of 
the d i ki g ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale 
a d fe ale 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  
tight  

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures 

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at 
least 300  a a  f o  the 

ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage 
a age e t 

√  

. Co st u tio  
o k a ps,  

sto kpile a eas, 
sto age a eas, 
a d disposal 
a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  
Sta da d  

√   

Stockpiling Area  ( 

Environmental friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g 
ate ial o e   

√  

. Waste 
Ge e atio  

Diffe e tiate of Solid astes 
i to O ga i  & I o ga i  
Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 

 × 

7. Source of 

materials 

Sou e ate ials  sa d, 
g a el, agg egates  f o  
app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, 
g a el, agg egates f o  
app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography 

landforms, 

geology and soils 

and/or river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, 

DDC, and local authorities 

regarding restrictions in 

quarrying from rivers 

√   

Quarry Sites Approved  

from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  

from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

designated disposal areas 

for spoil disposal 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures 

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Prevention of entering of 

waste water into streams, 

watercourses, or irrigation 

system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to 

divert (shall not lead to  

inundation and other 

nuisances in low lying areas 

) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks 

related works during dry 

season 

√  

Monitor water quality 

according to EMP 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through 

frequent water spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering 

aggregates and cement to 

have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction 

vehicles in access roads and 

worksites to maximum of 

30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying 

with NVMES, 2069 

enforcement and green 

sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning 

of solid waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at 

settlement areas 

 × Sign boards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct not 

using horns 

unnecessarily, 

and to aware 

about impacts 

Avoid use of pressure horn 

in the nearby settlement 

area and construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in 

settlement areas, health 

post, schools and other 

public areas 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures 

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Work during day time 

rather than right time 

√  
of noise on 

human health  

Warning signs in 

construction sites 

√  

Maintain sound levels not 

exceeding 80 decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris 

disposal plan. 

√   

Removal of all 

construction and 

demolition wastes on a 

daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for 

beneficial uses for excess 

excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to 

designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine 

materials to the site and 

carrying debris for disposal 

shall be covered to avoid 

spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  ×  

Disturbance to wild life  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people 

hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force 

from communities in the 

vicinity of the site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction 

materials from local market. 

√  

2. Community 

welfare 

Consult with local 

community/district 

development 

√   
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures 

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

committee/local 

administration to inform 

about the nature, duration, 

likely effects of the 

construction work. 

Existing infrastructure (such 

as water distribution pipes, 

electricity pylons, etc.) shall 

be relocated before 

construction starts at the 

sub project sites. 

√  

Prior permission shall be 

obtained from respective 

local authority for use of 

water for construction. Use 

of water for construction 

works shall not disturb local 

water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to 

properties and utilities will 

be restored or 

compensated to pre work 

conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community 

health and safety 

Consult with district 

development committee on 

the designated areas for 

stockpiling of soils, gravel, 

and other construction 

materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction of temporary 

latrines for workers with 

proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water 

sources. 

√  

Workers need to be made 

aware  of the following 

general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures 

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

•  no fires permitted on 

site expect if needed  for 

the construction  works 

• Encroaching/violating  

on private/commercial 

properties adjoining the 

site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved 

security staff, no workers 

shall be permitted to live on 

the construction site. 

Singboards 

have been 

placed with 

messages/code 

of conduct to 

be followed by 

the workforce  

The contractor shall 

immediately take the 

necessary remedial action 

on any complaint/grievance 

received by him and 

forward the details of the 

grievance along with the 

action taken to the PIU 

within 48 hours of receipt of 

such complaint/grievance. 

√  

Workers are provided with 

personal protective 

equipment  (reflectors 

/cloths; footwear, gloves, 

goggles and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( 

Medical insurance coverage 

for workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work 

camps. 

√  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water 

for drinking, cooking 

and washing,  

- clean eating areas where 

workers are not exposed 

to hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

√  
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S.N. Major 
E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  
Measures 

Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Sanitation facilities are 

available at all times. 

Provide H&S orientation 

training to all new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign 

boards in chemical storage 

areas, material storage 

areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure 

to noise level greater than 

85 dBA for duration of more 

than 8 hours per day 

without hearing protection. 

The use of hearing 

protection shall be enforced 

actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and 

cultural heritage 

Stop work immediately to 

allow further investigation if 

any finds are suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals 

require proper storage and 

handling practices: ii) 

providing safe storage for 

chemicals; iii) ensure that 

the person is hired, with 

knowledge of chlorine use 

for disinfection process 

during operation iv)Ensure 

use of PPE while using 

chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per 

WHO  

 NA 

for 

now 

Will be 

complied at the 

later stage of 

construction 

phase 
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3.15 RUKUM WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Rukum Water supply and 

sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) and 

Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 
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completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 

Table 30 Rukum Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, 
pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs 
a d do u e ts all o ditio s a d 
p o isio s if e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil 
ate ials at spoil disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test   √    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30 
 do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  

sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d 
egula  ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4 Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30 
 do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  

sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300 
 a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile 

a eas, sto age a eas, 
a d disposal a eas 

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental 

friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 

 × 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed ua  
sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed ushe  
sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography 

landforms, geology 

and soils and/or river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and 

local authorities regarding 

restrictions in quarrying from rivers 

√   

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste 

water into streams, watercourses, 

or irrigation system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to divert 

(shall not lead to  inundation and 

other nuisances in low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related 

works during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to 

EMP 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water 

spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering aggregates 

and cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles 

in access roads and worksites to 

maximum of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with 

NVMES, 2069 enforcement and 

green sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid 

waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at 

settlement areas 

 × Sign boards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct not 

using horns 

unnecessarily, 

and to aware 

about impacts 

of noise on 

human health  

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement 

areas, health post, schools and other 

public areas 

√  

Work during day time rather than 

right time 

√  

Warning signs in construction sites √  

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 

80 decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of 
Aestheti s alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for beneficial 

uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to 

designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine 

materials to the site and carrying 

debris for disposal shall be covered 

to avoid spillage. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

        C. Biological E viro e t 

 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  ×  

Disturbance to wild life  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the 

site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction materials 

from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local 

community/district development 

committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, 

likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√   

Existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity 

pylons, etc.) shall be relocated 

before construction starts at the sub 

project sites. 

√  

Prior permission shall be obtained 

from respective local authority for 

use of water for construction. Use of 

water for construction works shall 

not disturb local water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to properties 

and utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work 

conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community health and 

safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas 

for stockpiling of soils, gravel, and 

other construction materials. 

√   
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Construction of temporary latrines 

for workers with proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Singboards 

have been 

placed with 

messages/code 

of conduct to 

be followed by 

the workforce  

Workers need to be made aware  of 

the following general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

•  no fires permitted on site expect 

if needed  for the construction  

works 

• Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security 

staff, no workers shall be permitted 

to live on the construction site. 

√  

The contractor shall immediately 

take the necessary remedial action 

on any complaint/grievance 

received by him and forward the 

details of the grievance along with 

the action taken to the PIU within 48 

hours of receipt of such 

complaint/grievance. 

√  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment   

(reflectors /cloths; footwear, gloves, 

goggles and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid  

( Medical insurance coverage for 

workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for 

drinking, cooking and washing,  

- clean eating areas where 

workers are not exposed to 

hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Sanitation facilities are available at 

all times. 

Provide H&S orientation training to 

all new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to noise 

level greater than 85 dBA for 

duration of more than 8 hours per 

day without hearing protection. The 

use of hearing protection shall be 

enforced actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow 

further investigation if any finds are 

suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of 

chlorine 

All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling 

practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of 

chlorine use for disinfection process 

during operation iv)Ensure use of 

PPE while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO 

 NA 

for 

now  

Will be 

complied 

during later 

stage of the 

construction 

phase 
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3.16 BABIYACHOUR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 
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The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Babiyachour Water supply 

and sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) and 

Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 

Table 31 Babiyachour Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, 
pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs a d 
do u e ts all o ditio s a d 
p o isio s if e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil ate ials 
at spoil disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test  test  √    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d egula  
ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

4 Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300  
a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile a eas, 

sto age a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental 

friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( Mechanism)  × 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed ushe  sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography landforms, 

geology and soils 

and/or river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and local 

authorities regarding restrictions in 

quarrying from rivers 

√   

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district development 

committee on designated disposal 

areas for spoil disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste water 

into streams, watercourses, or 

irrigation system 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Ensure storm water flow to divert (shall 

not lead to  inundation and other 

nuisances in low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related works 

during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to 

EMP 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water 

spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering aggregates 

and cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles in 

access roads and worksites to 

maximum of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with NVMES, 

2069 enforcement and green sticker 

standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid 

waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at settlement 

areas 

 × Sign 

boards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct 

not using 

horns 

unnecessa

rily, and to 

aware 

about 

impacts of 

noise on 

human 

health  

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement areas, 

health post, schools and other public 

areas 

√  

Work during day time rather than right 

time 

√  

Warning signs in construction sites √  

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 80 

decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for beneficial uses 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to designated 

areas. 

All vehicles delivering fine materials to 

the site and carrying debris for 

disposal shall be covered to avoid 

spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  ×  

Disturbance to wild life  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction materials 

from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local community/district 

development committee/local 

administration to inform about the 

nature, duration, likely effects of the 

construction work. 

√   

Existing infrastructure (such as water 

distribution pipes, electricity pylons, 

etc.) shall be relocated before 

construction starts at the sub project 

sites. 

√  

Prior permission shall be obtained from 

respective local authority for use of 

water for construction. Use of water for 

construction works shall not disturb 

local water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to properties and 

utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work conditions. 

 NA 
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

3. Community health and 

safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas for 

stockpiling of soils, gravel, and other 

construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Singboard

s have 

been 

placed 

with 

messages/

code of 

conduct to 

be 

followed 

by the 

workforce  

Construction of temporary latrines for 

workers with proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  

Workers need to be made aware  of the 

following general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

•  no fires permitted on site expect if 

needed  for the construction  works 

• Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security staff, 

no workers shall be permitted to live on 

the construction site. 

√  

The contractor shall immediately take 

the necessary remedial action on any 

complaint/grievance received by him 

and forward the details of the grievance 

along with the action taken to the PIU 

within 48 hours of receipt of such 

complaint/grievance. 

√  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment   

(reflectors /cloths; footwear, gloves, 

goggles and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical 

insurance coverage for workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for drinking, 

cooking and washing,  

- clean eating areas where workers 

are not exposed to hazardous or 

noxious substances;  

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Sanitation facilities are available at all 

times. 

Provide H&S orientation training to all 

new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste disposal areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to noise level 

greater than 85 dBA for duration of 

more than 8 hours per day without 

hearing protection. The use of hearing 

protection shall be enforced actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow further 

investigation if any finds are suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of chlorine All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling practices: 

ii) providing safe storage for chemicals; 

iii) ensure that the person is hired, with 

knowledge of chlorine use for 

disinfection process during operation 

iv)Ensure use of PPE while using 

chemicals; v) Use of chlorine guideline 

as per WHO  

 NA 

for 

no

w 

Will be 

complied 

at the end 

of 

constructi

on phase 
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3.17 TIKAPUR WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 
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The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Tikapur Water supply and 

sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) and 

Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 

Table 23: Environmental Status Monitoring in Tikapur 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  
o se ts, pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  
d a i gs a d do u e ts all 
o ditio s a d p o isio s if 
e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil 
ate ials at spoil disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test Deep Tu e 
ell & Shallo  ell  

√    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 
30  do st ea  of the d i ki g 

ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d 
egula  ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4. Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 
30  do st ea  of the d i ki g 

ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d 
fe ale 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 
300  a a  f o  the ea est 
eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile a eas, 

sto age a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  
Sta da d  

√   

Stockpiling Area ( Environmental 

friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 

 × 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed 

ua  sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed 

ushe  sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography landforms, 

geology and soils 

and/or river 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and 

local authorities regarding 

restrictions in quarrying from 

rivers 

√   
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

morphology and 

hydrology 
Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from 

GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

designated disposal areas for 

spoil disposal 

√  

Prevention of entering of waste 

water into streams, 

watercourses, or irrigation 

system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to divert 

(shall not lead to  inundation and 

other nuisances in low lying areas 

) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related 

works during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according 

to EMP 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent 

water spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering 

aggregates and cement to have 

tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction 

vehicles in access roads and 

worksites to maximum of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with 

NVMES, 2069 enforcement and 

green sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of 

solid waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at 

settlement areas 

 × Sign boards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct not 

using horns 

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Erect no horn signs in settlement 

areas, health post, schools and 

other public areas 

√  
unnecessaril

y, and to 

aware about 

impacts of 

noise on 

human 

health  

Work during day time rather than 

right time 

√  

Warning signs in construction 

sites 

√  

Maintain sound levels not 

exceeding 80 decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal 

plan. 

√   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily 

basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for 

beneficial uses for excess 

excavated soils or immediately 

disposes to designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine 

materials to the site and carrying 

debris for disposal shall be 

covered to avoid spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  ×  

Disturbance to wild life  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the 

site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction 

materials from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local 

community/district development 

committee/local administration 

√   
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

to inform about the nature, 

duration, likely effects of the 

construction work. 

Existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, 

electricity pylons, etc.) shall be 

relocated before construction 

starts at the sub project sites. 

√  

Prior permission shall be obtained 

from respective local authority for 

use of water for construction. Use 

of water for construction works 

shall not disturb local water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to properties 

and utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work 

conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community health and 

safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated 

areas for stockpiling of soils, 

gravel, and other construction 

materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Singboards 

have been 

placed with 

messages/co

de of 

conduct to 

be followed 

by the 

workforce  

Construction of temporary 

latrines for workers with proper 

pit to avoid contamination of 

water sources. 

√  

Workers need to be made aware  

of the following general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

•  no fires permitted on site 

expect if needed  for the 

construction  works 

• Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security 

staff, no workers shall be 

permitted to live on the 

construction site. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

The contractor shall immediately 

take the necessary remedial 

action on any 

complaint/grievance received by 

him and forward the details of the 

grievance along with the action 

taken to the PIU within 48 hours 

of receipt of such 

complaint/grievance. 

√  

Workers are provided with 

personal protective equipment   

(reflectors /cloths; footwear, 

gloves, goggles and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid  

( Medical insurance coverage for 

workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for 

drinking, cooking and 

washing,  

- clean eating areas where 

workers are not exposed to 

hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available 

at all times. 

√  

Provide H&S orientation training 

to all new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to 

noise level greater than 85 dBA 

for duration of more than 8 hours 

per day without hearing 

protection. The use of hearing 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

protection shall be enforced 

actively.   

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow 

further investigation if any finds 

are suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of chlorine All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling 

practices: ii) providing safe 

storage for chemicals; iii) ensure 

that the person is hired, with 

knowledge of chlorine use for 

disinfection process during 

operation iv)Ensure use of PPE 

while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO 

√   
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3.18 SUDA WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 
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The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Suda Water supply and 

sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) and 

Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 

Table 32 Suda Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  
o se ts, pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs 
a d do u e ts all o ditio s a d 
p o isio s if e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil 
ate ials at spoil disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test  test  √    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30 
 do st ea  of the d i ki g 
ate  sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d 
egula  ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

4 Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30 
 do st ea  of the d i ki g 
ate  sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d 
fe ale 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 
300  a a  f o  the ea est 
eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile a eas, 

sto age a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental 

friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 

 × 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed ua  
sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed ushe  
sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography landforms, 

geology and soils 

and/or river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and 

local authorities regarding 

restrictions in quarrying from rivers 

√   

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

Prevention of entering of waste 

water into streams, watercourses, 

or irrigation system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to divert 

(shall not lead to  inundation and 

other nuisances in low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related 

works during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to 

EMP 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water 

spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering 

aggregates and cement to have 

tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles 

in access roads and worksites to 

maximum of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with 

NVMES, 2069 enforcement and 

green sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid 

waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at 

settlement areas 

 × Sign boards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct not 

using horns 

unnecessaril

y, and to 

aware about 

impacts of 

noise on 

human 

health  

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement 

areas, health post, schools and 

other public areas 

√  

Work during day time rather than 

right time 

√  

Warning signs in construction sites √  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Maintain sound levels not 

exceeding 80 decibels   

√  

4. Re o al of Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal 

plan. 

√   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for beneficial 

uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to 

designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine 

materials to the site and carrying 

debris for disposal shall be 

covered to avoid spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  NA  

Disturbance to wild life  NA 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  NA 

Disturbance to Birds  NA 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the 

site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction 

materials from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local 

community/district development 

committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, 

likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√   

Existing infrastructure (such as 

water distribution pipes, electricity 

pylons, etc.) shall be relocated 

before construction starts at the 

sub project sites. 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Prior permission shall be obtained 

from respective local authority for 

use of water for construction. Use 

of water for construction works 

shall not disturb local water users. 

√  

Ensure any damage to properties 

and utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work 

conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community health and 

safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas 

for stockpiling of soils, gravel, and 

other construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Singboards 

have been 

placed with 

messages/co

de of 

conduct to 

be followed 

by the 

workforce  

Construction of temporary latrines 

for workers with proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  

Workers need to be made aware  of 

the following general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

•  no fires permitted on site 

expect if needed  for the 

construction  works 

• Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security 

staff, no workers shall be permitted 

to live on the construction site. 

√  

The contractor shall immediately 

take the necessary remedial action 

on any complaint/grievance 

received by him and forward the 

details of the grievance along with 

the action taken to the PIU within 

48 hours of receipt of such 

complaint/grievance. 

√  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment  (reflectors 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

/cloths; footwear, gloves, goggles 

and masks) 

Availability of first aid ( Medical 

insurance coverage for workers) 

√  

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for 

drinking, cooking and washing,  

- clean eating areas where 

workers are not exposed to 

hazardous or noxious 

substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at 

all times. 

√  

Provide H&S orientation training to 

all new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to noise 

level greater than 85 dBA for 

duration of more than 8 hours per 

day without hearing protection. The 

use of hearing protection shall be 

enforced actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow 

further investigation if any finds are 

suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of chlorine All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling 

practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of 

chlorine use for disinfection process 

during operation iv)Ensure use of 

 NA 

for 

no

w 

It will be 

complied at 

the end of 

the 

construction 

phase 
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

PPE while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO 
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3.19 AMARGADHI WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION PROJECT 
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The Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans are being implemented with respect to the 

guidelines defined in the Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report of Amargadhi Water supply 

and sanitation Project with the involvements of field team of the DSC (including CSE, EMP) and 

Environmental Specialist - field level supervision and monitoring have been conducted. The 

contractor and workers were oriented/trained and made aware of their responsibility towards 

Environmental Safeguarding issues during construction works, such as: 

• Adhering to the relevant adverse environmental impacts mitigation measures that are set 

out in the EMP during carrying out construction activities of the sub-project; and 

• Assessing the conditions of surrounding environmental conditions, status of adjacent 

cleared area and other infrastructure, prior to construction commencement and upon 

completion of construction and thereby fully reinstating the environment to at least their 

pre-project conditions. 

• EMP breakdowns worked out; and in process of implementation 

Table 33 Amargadhi Water Supply and Sanitation Sector Project 

S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

A: Pre-Co structio  Phase 

1. Co se ts, pe its, 
lea a es, o 

o je tio  e tifi ate 
NOC , et . 

O tai  all of the e essa  o se ts, 
pe its, lea a e et . 

√   

I lude i  detailed desig  d a i gs 
a d do u e ts all o ditio s a d 
p o isio s if e essa  

√  

2. E isti g Utilities  

Spoil Disposal  

Colle tio  & du pi g of spoil 
ate ials at spoil disposal sites 

√    

Be hi g of g ou d slope √  

Mai te a e of Slope √  

Co st u tio  of Toe Wall  × 

Co st u tio  of d ai age √  

Bioe gi ee i g o ks  × 

3. D i ki g Wate    Wate  Qualit  Test Deep Tu e ell & 
Shallo  ell  

√    

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Esta lish e t of a test pit a d 
egula  ate  ualit  o ito i g  

√  

4. Sa itatio  Toilets a d 
septage disposal  

Esta lish e t of Toilets at least 30  
do st ea  of the d i ki g ate  
sou e. 

√   

Sepa ate Toilets fo  ale a d fe ale √  

Sealed Septi  ta ks ate  tight  √  

Lo atio  of  disposal pits at least 300 
 a a  f o  the ea est eside e 

√  

  P ope  septage a age e t √  

. Co st u tio  o k 
a ps,  sto kpile a eas, 

sto age a eas, a d 
disposal a eas 

Co st u tio  a p sites  Sta da d  √   

Stockpiling Area  ( Environmental 

friendly) 

√  

Disposal Areas ( managed ) √  

Sto age A ea  sto kpili g ate ial 
o e   

√  

. Waste Ge e atio  Diffe e tiate of Solid astes i to 
O ga i  & I o ga i  Solid Wastes 

√   

Re le of Solid astes  × 

Disposal of solid waste  ( 

Mechanism) 

 × 

7. Source of materials Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates  f o  app o ed ua  
sites 

√   

  

Sou e ate ials  sa d, g a el, 
agg egates f o  app o ed ushe  
sites 

√  

B: Co structio  Phase 

1. Topography landforms, 

geology and soils 

and/or river 

morphology and 

hydrology 

Coordinate with MoPE, DDC, and 

local authorities regarding 

restrictions in quarrying from rivers 

√   

Quarry Sites Approved  from GoN 

Crusher Sites Approved  from GoN 

√  

Consultation with district 

development committee on 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

designated disposal areas for spoil 

disposal 

Prevention of entering of waste 

water into streams, watercourses, or 

irrigation system 

√  

Ensure storm water flow to divert 

(shall not lead to  inundation and 

other nuisances in low lying areas ) 

√  

Conduct All earthworks related 

works during dry season 

√  

Monitor water quality according to 

EMP 

√  

2. Ai  Qualit    Arrest dust through frequent water 

spray 

√   

Require trucks delivering aggregates 

and cement to have tarpaulin cover 

√  

Limit speed of construction vehicles 

in access roads and worksites to 

maximum of 30 kph. 

√  

Use of vehicles complying with 

NVMES, 2069 enforcement and 

green sticker standards and 

√  

Prohibition of open burning of solid 

waste. 

√  

3. Noise Pollutio     Construct speed bumps at 

settlement areas 

 × Sign boards 

have been 

placed to 

instruct not 

using horns 

unnecessar

ily, and to 

aware 

about 

impacts of 

noise on 

human 

health  

Avoid use of pressure horn in the 

nearby settlement area and 

construction sites 

√  

Erect no horn signs in settlement 

areas, health post, schools and other 

public areas 

√  

Work during day time rather than 

right time 

√  

Warning signs in construction sites √  

Maintain sound levels not exceeding 

80 decibels   

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

4. Re o al of Aestheti s 
alues 

Preparation of debris disposal plan. √   

Removal of all construction and 

demolition wastes on a daily basis. 

√  

Coordination with district 

development office for beneficial 

uses for excess excavated soils or 

immediately disposes to 

designated areas. 

√  

All vehicles delivering fine materials 

to the site and carrying debris for 

disposal shall be covered to avoid 

spillage. 

√  

        C. Biological E viro e t 

1. 

 

 

Biodi e sit  Damage to forest (Tree Cutting )  ×  

Disturbance to wild life  × 

 Disturbance to Aquatic life  × 

Disturbance to Birds  × 

          D. Socio-eco o ic E viro e t     

1. Local people hiring  &  

Local Market 

development 

Priority hiring of labor force from 

communities in the vicinity of the 

site.  

√   

Purchasing of construction materials 

from local market. 

√  

2. Community welfare Consult with local 

community/district development 

committee/local administration to 

inform about the nature, duration, 

likely effects of the construction 

work. 

√   

Existing infrastructure (such as water 

distribution pipes, electricity pylons, 

etc.) shall be relocated before 

construction starts at the sub project 

sites. 

√  

Prior permission shall be obtained 

from respective local authority for 

use of water for construction. Use of 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

water for construction works shall 

not disturb local water users. 

Ensure any damage to properties 

and utilities will be restored or 

compensated to pre work 

conditions. 

 NA 

3. Community health and 

safety 

Consult with district development 

committee on the designated areas 

for stockpiling of soils, gravel, and 

other construction materials. 

√   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Singboards 

have been 

placed with 

messages/

code of 

conduct to 

be 

followed by 

the 

workforce  

Construction of temporary latrines 

for workers with proper pit to avoid 

contamination of water sources. 

√  

Workers need to be made aware  of 

the following general rules: 

• no alcohol/drugs on site;  

• prevent excessive noise; 

•  no fires permitted on site expect 

if needed  for the construction  

works 

• Encroaching/violating  on 

private/commercial properties 

adjoining the site is forbidden 

Other than pre-approved security 

staff, no workers shall be permitted 

to live on the construction site. 

√  

The contractor shall immediately 

take the necessary remedial action 

on any complaint/grievance 

received by him and forward the 

details of the grievance along with 

the action taken to the PIU within 48 

hours of receipt of such 

complaint/grievance. 

√  

Workers are provided with personal 

protective equipment  (reflectors 

/cloths; footwear, gloves, goggles 

and masks) 

√  

Availability of first aid ( Medical 

insurance coverage for workers) 

√  
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S.N. Major E viro e tal 
I pacts 

Proposed Mitigatio  Measures Status                         
Re arks Yes No 

Hygienic manner in work camps. √  

Ensure 

- uncontaminated water for 

drinking, cooking and washing,  

- clean eating areas where workers 

are not exposed to hazardous or 

noxious substances;  

Sanitation facilities are available at 

all times. 

√  

Provide H&S orientation training to 

all new workers. 

√  

Mark and provide sign boards in 

chemical storage areas, material 

storage areas & waste disposal 

areas. 

√  

Disallow worker exposure to noise 

level greater than 85 dBA for 

duration of more than 8 hours per 

day without hearing protection. The 

use of hearing protection shall be 

enforced actively.   

√  

         E. Historical, Cultural, a d Archaeological Characteristics 

1. Physical and cultural 

heritage 

Stop work immediately to allow 

further investigation if any finds are 

suspected. 

 NA  

        F. Che ical E viro e t 

1. Mishandling of chlorine All disinfection chemicals require 

proper storage and handling 

practices: ii) providing safe storage 

for chemicals; iii) ensure that the 

person is hired, with knowledge of 

chlorine use for disinfection process 

during operation iv)Ensure use of 

PPE while using chemicals; v) Use of 

chlorine guideline as per WHO 

√   
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4 MONITORING OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS ON PROJECTS 

SURROUNDINGS  

Regular monitoring was carried out. Comprehensive environmental monitoring parameters include 

ambient air quality monitoring, noise monitoring of operating machinery, campsite drinking water 

fa ilit  u de  the supe isio  of the o sulta t’s E i o e tal Spe ialist. 

4.1 AMBIENT AIR QUALITY 

Visual inspection and feedback collections were implied to conclude about the ambient air quality of 

the sites, and it is normal. Dust level during pipe laying work was found to be high. Sprinkling of water 

was done as needed.  For mitigating these impacts, it has been discussed with the contractor and 

made compulsory of wearing masks while working in dusty sites as suggested. Also regular sprinkling 

of water has been made mandatory, based on site situation.  

4.2 WATER QUALITY  

Regular visits and observations of the work sites and campsites shows that the working and living 

conditions are satisfactory. The drinking water in the camps has been provided by the contractor 

which is from the drinking water supply taps. There are no records of diseases found in workers due 

to consumption of existing tap water. Also the wastewater generated from the camp was not 

discharged into the stream but into a soak-pit. Wastewater generated from camp toilet is being 

collected in the soak pit. Instructions have been given in each camp regarding safe health and 

sanitation practices and requirements. 

4.3 NOISE QUALITY 

Use of material transportation vehicles and operating of generators are general sources of noise for 

the project. The sound in the construction area is not of a high range with respect to the legal 

requirements. Camp sites had been established away from the residential areas/urban vicinities. The 

contractor has been strictly instructed to keep their excavators, vehicles, generators and other 

machinery in good condition & they have shown compliance in this context.  The contractor 

workforce has been instructed to use personal protective equipment (PPE) like ear plugs at noise 

generating sites to abolish the effects from noise. Use of heavy equipments is restricted before 6 am 

in the morning and after 7 pm in the evening. No grievance has been recorded from the workforce 

and communities in the project areas regarding noise generation during execution of construction 

activities. 

4.4 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT  

Information regarding environmental hazards due to solid waste, occupational health and sanitation 

were provided to workers. Most of the solid wastes generated in the camp site were collected in pits 

and bins. Littering of waste was found in some of sites of the project, and instructions were given to 
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the workforce and contractors regarding the ways of managing solid wastes. They were instructed 

that burning of waste should be totally restricted. Management of construction waste is satisfactory.  

 

5 OVERALL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS/REMEDIAL ACTIONS 

5.1 OBSERVATIONS  

➢ While carrying out construction works (at RVT and intake construction sites), if negligence is 

there - then there is chance of loss of small trees. So utmost care should be taken to prohibit 

any tree felling.  

➢ Occupational safety equipment (OSE) were  provided by contractors but the labourers, mostly 

untrained are not interested to use them because of their negligence and also absence of 

awareness on environmental issues.  

➢ No construction work was being carried out close to any streams or water bodies. 

➢ No surface water contamination due to oil spillages from construction equipment. 

➢ Local people have been employed and no child labour was employed. 

➢ In most of the cases, the wastes produced from the construction areas (like excavated and 

discarded materials etc.) that might pollute the environment were collected and disposed in 

designated/agreed areas. 

➢ No complaints from workforce & communities were observed along the project alignment 

regarding construction activities. 

➢ In case of minor injuries first aid is available. 

➢ Overall no major conflict with the community has been observed. A cordial relation has been 

maintained with the local community. 

5.2 KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

Considering the nature of the project, only minor negative impacts on the environment exist due to 

the implementation of the project .The key environmental issue that are likely to occur are as follows: 

➢ Satisfactory but proper management of the solid waste and waste water was not seen in the 

construction area which may have negative impacts on the site environment. 

➢ Delay in campsite management was observed, so proper campsite management was 

suggested  

5.3 ADDITIONAL ACTIONS PLANNED    

➢ Increase in the provision and use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) (e.g. ear protection 

gears, masks, goggles, safety shoes etc.) at all work fronts  

➢ Pre-medical screening and regular medical screening have been proposed for the workforce 
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➢ Planned to place some WASH messages, safety signs, traffic signs and other environmental 

and social safeguards messages around the construction site.  

➢ More awareness programs will be conducted in the communities  

➢ Workers, user committee members and concerned stakeholders will be trained on EMP to 

make them aware on environmental risks and potential measures.  

➢ EMP will be implemented with mitigation works, monitoring works, awareness raising, and 

social safeguards as well - through involvement of the contractor and WUSC 
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6 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION  

 

 During monitoring, it was observed that the contractors followed most of the environmental 

mitigation measures prescribed in the EMP. Some non-compliance was observed mainly for the PPE, 

information boards, sanitary situations in worker camps, and road signs. Some omissions and 

negligence on the labor safety were identified during random visits, but verbal instructions & 

notifications have been provided to Contractors and Technical Supervisors to follow the safety rule 

& guideline.  

During the monsoon season rainfall occurs in the most part of the country and it will disturb the 

construction activities in the town projects. Digging the trenches of transmission & distribution lines 

are not allowed during rainy time. It will pollute the water course as well erode the soil from the 

trenches.  

The contractors were instructed and warned to undertake appropriate measures to ensure complete 

implementation of EMP including the compulsory use of personal protective equipment and 

improvement of sanitary situation in workers camp. No serious omissions or violations of 

environmental standards and norms have been identified. 


